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Politics and
Resp onsibility

What is to be done for politics today? In the midst of radical
changes -ecological catastrophes, fateful biogenetic muta
tions, nuclear or similar military-social conflicts, financial
fiasco, etc. -where our commons are at stake, is there such
a thing as the common good? To what extent is it useful to
speak of the common good?

SZ:

For me, what is problematic is not the word
" common" but the word "good . " Because the way I see
it, from my European perspective, traditional aesthetics
was directed toward some supreme Good. It could be
God, humanity, the universe, etc. : we see this common
good as a supreme substantial value that we should all
have to work for. But for me, modernity begins with
Descartes, and then with Kant - to be precise, with an
ethics that is no longer an ethics of the common good.
For example, in Kant, you find it is purely formal ethics:
ethics of the moral law and so on. Here, ethics cannot
be, in any way, politicized: politicized in the sense that
you cannot simply presuppose some common good.
I

Politics and Responsibility
Rather, it is a matter of decision. This is what I find
problematic about the notion of the common good.
What is a common good today? OK, let's say ecology.
Probably most people would agree, even tho ugh we are
politically different, that we all care about the earth. But
if yo u look closely, you will see that there are so many
ecologies on which you have to make so many decisions.
Having said that, my position here is very crazy. For me,
politics has priority over ethics. Not in the vulgar sense
that we can do whatever we want - even kill people and
then subordinate ethics to politics - but in a much more
radical sense that what we define as our good is not
something we j ust discover; rather, it is that we have to
take responsibility for defining what is our good.
And, as many radical ecologists have pointed out,
how much of ecology, which pretends to work for the
good of nature, involves hidden political choices? When
you say, for example, that the common good should be
our Mother Earth, and that our planet should thrive
- why should our planet thrive ? Because we h umans
want it to, so that we can survive. Ecology, from my
point of view, is the most egotistic, h uman-centered
machine there is. Nature is crazy. Nature is chaotic and
prone to wild, u npredictable and meaningless disasters,
and we are exposed to its merciless whims - there is no
such thing as Mother Earth. In nature, always, there are
catastrophes, things go wrong, and sometimes a planet
explodes.
What I want to show yo u is the fact that, if you look
at this closely, when we refer to some higher common
good, it is always, at least the way I see it, defined by
our secret priorities. For example, people may say " Oh !
W e are constructing another big city and it will destroy
2

Politics and Responsibility
nature . It is horrible ! " And the usual response to this,
even of many ecologists, is that " we should live in a
more natural way, closer to the forest, and so on. " N o !
O n e ecologi st, a friend of mine from Germany, whom I
appreciate very much, told me that this kind of response
is, ecologically, totally catastrophic. From an ecologi
cal standpoint, the best thing is this: there is a lot of
pollution everywhere, so you pack as many people as
you can into a big city; it is then very concentrated and
there is much less pollution per capita so you can keep
the large domains relatively dean. I don't know if you
are doing this in Korea, but somebody told me they are
doing it in Japan. I think that large dirty cities where
people live packed together are ecologically the best
thing for nature. Again, there is another ecological idea,
as we call it, which is that we should live in small self
sufficient houses with solar energy - people believe this
is one way of living ecologically. But can you imagine
how it would end up if the maj ority of people wanted to
live like that ? Everyone would be very spread o ut, and
the forests would disappear. Ironically, this is related
to the question of how much we can " safely" pollute
our environment. S o I am very distrustful of this view.
Whenever something is proposed as being for the higher
good, and we say we should transcend our egotism and
work for it, we will always discover that we are already
secretly doing j ust this.
What I like to suggest, based on my basic position, is
not politics in the sense of what people usually associate
with politics - such as cheap manipulation, corruption,
power struggles, etc. - but politics in the sense of funda
mental decisions about our life on earth, and collective
decisions for which you have to take full responsibility.

3
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Obsession for Harm ony/
Compulsion to Identify

What do you mean by "full responsibility"? If the common
good is a matter of decisions we have to make, precisely in
the field of political struggle and ecological crisis, is this a
term that embraces responsibility even for social reform or
revolution?

SZ:

Well, what I think problematic from a European
perspective is this oriental wisdom that says there is
some kind of natural balance or harmony of the ele
ments. I don't see any harmony in this world. On the
contrary, I see that all harmony is only partial harmony.
What do I mean by this ? Some people, for example,
would say: " Communism was bad because it was too
socializing. Everything was social, and no individuality
was allowed. On the other hand, liberal capitalism is too
individualistic and everybody is for himself, and so on.
So they say they are both disharmonious, and we need
a kind of middle road: a society that has a certain social
sense of community but allows, nonetheless, some indi
vid ual freedom. " No ! I think that what we should think

4

Obsession for Harmony/Compulsion to Identify
about is this very contrast. How do we imagine indi
vidual freedom ? And how do we imagine the common
good ? These questions already belong to a certain field.
These are the extremes within that certain field.
The first thing I would like to do is show how absurd
it is to urge that we have two extremes and need to find
the balance . These two extremes already flow into each
other. This is why " synthesis" does not affirm the iden
tity of the extremes, but, on the contrary, affirms their
difference as s uch. So the synthesis delivers difference
from the " compulsion to identify. " In other words, the
immediate passage of an extreme into its opposite is
precisely an index of our submission to the compulsion

to identify.
I can think of an example from North Korea. I read a
book about North Korea, written by a Western a uthor
who was trying to describe the everyday life of the ter
rible hunger experienced there in the last I 5 years - you
know, when, 1 5 years ago, the North Korean state gov
ernment simply more or less stopped functioning. That
is to say, the state controlled pretty much every social
infrastr ucture, so people didn't get enough food to s ur
vive and couldn't get a j ob, and so on. And what did
emerge there ? A kind of very rudimentary brutal form
of capitalism: people went to the forest and gathered
fruits for their own use and to sell at the market. I sn ' t it
interesting how you find a terrible Darwinian survivalist
individualism beneath everything - lavish spectacle, the
Mass Games with their doll-like robotic dancers - that
they show to the world ? Basically, life for everyone is
j ust for the individual. It was the same in Stalinism.
Even in China, I claim that the real result of the Cultural
Revolu tion i s the capitalism that they now have .
5

Obsession for Harmony/Compulsion to Identify
O n the other hand, look what we have in capital
ism. People talk about individualism, but what kind
of individualism is thi s ? No wonder l arge corporations
are del ighted to accept such evangelical attacks on the
state, when the state tries to regulate media mergers,
put strictures on energy companies, strengthen air pol
lution regulations, protect wildlife, and limit logging in
the national parks, etc. It is the ultimate irony of history
that radical individualism serves as the ideological j us
tification of the unconstrained power of what the large
majority of individuals experience as a vast anonymous
power, which, without any democratic public control,
regulates their lives.
Let' s see what is now happening on the internet. We
get, more and more, to serialize our lives: we go to see
the same movies and we watch the same news. People
describe it as movement toward the clouds: cloud com
puting. We no longer need a big computer to play video
games, like the one I have in my room to have fun with
my son. A decade ago, a computer was a big box on
one ' s table, and downloading was done with floppy
disks and USB sticks; today, we no longer need strong
individual computers, since cloud computing is internet
based - i . e . , software and information are provided to
computers or smartphones on demand, in the guise of
web-based tools or applications that users can access
and use through a browser as if it were a program
installed on their own computer. In this way, we can
access information from wherever we are in the world,
on any computer, with smartphones putting this access
literally into o ur pocket.
Everything happens out there. Are people aware of
how this will standardize everything ? We will only be

6

Obsession for Harmony/Compulsion to Identify
connected to one single provider, like Google or iTunes,
but we are limited to their choices. Our struggle should
thus focus on those aspects that pose a threat to the
transnational public sphere. Part of this global push
toward the privatization of the " general intellect" is the
recent trend in the organization of cyberspace toward
so-called " cloud computing. "
So back to the point: I don't like this approach which
says that we have two extremes and we have to find a
balance, because this principle, for me, is too abstract.
For example, we may say that some countries have no
democracy and, on the other hand, some have too much
democracy. You can always say that we need balance .
But the real revolution, for me, is when you change the
balance itself: the measure of balance.
When I was very young, before the sexual revolution,
it was considered that there were two different views:
conservatives, who thought sex should be allowed only
in marriage and, on the other hand, those who urged
l iberating sexuality. But what then happened ? The bal
ance totally changed. You cannot simply say that the
old balance was lost and that we now have too much
sexual freedom, but rather you should say that the very
measure of what is extreme has changed. So for me this
is the true revolution. It is that totality changed; the very
measure of the extremes changed.
This is also related to your other question about social
reform. The point is not that I think we need violence
for social revolution. Of course I don't like violence . But
for me reform means changes within the existing order:
you can say that we now have too much individualism,
so we need more social responsibility. But this stays
within the field. On the contrary, revolution is where the

7

Obsession for Harmony/Compulsion to Identify
basic rule of society changes. This is why capitalism was
a radical revolution. Because the whole notion of stabil
ity has changed with capitalism or even with capitalistic
democracy: only with capitalism does a certain dynam
ics became a part of stability. If things don't change, they
fall apart. Capitalism changed the whole logic of social
space. When you talk about stability today, it means the
stability of dynamic development. It is a totally different
logic of stability from that of pre-modern times.

8
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Politicization of Ethics

How should we comprehend our responsibilities when
faced with this new logic of modern capitalism?

SZ:

Well, I am suspicious about the notion of a common
good. I think there is no common good, which is pre
scribed, a priori, in advance, by nature. Even with regard
to nature, what would be the common good ? We might
say nature needs to be balanced so that humanity can
survive on earth. But we will have to define the balance. I
mean, as we all know, nature is crazy. Nature has catas
trophes all the time. Can we even imagine what happened
when dinosaurs died out or when oil was created ? We
know now that the S ahara D esert was once a large ocean.
So nature i s not balanced. Here I am very modern .
Before modernity, people believed, t o put it very simply,
in a predestined order: that is, a kind of global harmony
which we humans have ruined, so now we have to
return to it. I don't believe i n this solution, especially
with regard to ecology today. I don't think there is any
natural order. Natural orders are catastrophic.

9

Politicization of Ethics
To return to your questions, I am, in this sense, in
favor o f the politicization of ethics in the sense that we
are not only responsible for doing o ur duty or for work
ing for the good, we are also responsible for deciding
what this good is. Well, even when some people urge
that there is a sort of natural balance, isn't this also a
totally coherent politico-ecological decision ? For exam
ple, some may say that the glo bal population has grown
too large - that there are too many people and we have
developed too many productive forces, and so on. The
point they make is that we should instead encourage
infectious diseases so that at least two-thirds of human
ity will die, while those who don't should learn to live
more modestly. This will be best for the earth and even
for humanity. I, of course, totally disagree with this
vision, but what can you say a priori against it? You
cannot argue from an ecological standpoint. What will
you say ? Is it bad for the e arth ? No ! It' s probably better
for the earth than to say there should be food for all the
people now living. Wouldn't the best thing for the earth
be to organize slowly so that two-thirds of the people
will d i e ? For the earth, this is probably the best thing
that could happen .
H ere is my point. We already made some ethico
political decisions. This is what I would like to emphasize:
we are much more free and responsible than we think.
Usually it is fashionable to say - old Marxists used to
say things like this - that " we j ust appear to be free. You
go to the store and buy whatever you want, but in real
ity you are manipulated. " It' s true, but we are also way
more free than we think we are. If you believe in some
kind o f a destiny, it makes life easier. The difficult thing
is to break destiny. We all assume that this explosion
IO

Politicization of Ethics
of development and industry is our destiny. Even the
majority of ecologists argue about how to make indus
try ecological. They accept the primacy of industry. But
I find all this problematic.
I think the first step is to accept the consequence of
modernity, which is radical freedom not only in the
good sense, but also in the terrifying sense that we have
to decide. It' s totally up to us. This is what Jacques
Lacan means when he says: " There is no big Other if
n 'y a pas de grand Autre. " There is no agency on which
we can rely. Whenever there is a crisis, people sponta
neously look for some kind o f a lost balance. All this
started with Confucius, whom I think of as the original
form of idiot. Confucius was not so much a philosopher
as a proto-ideologist: what interested him was not meta
physical truths but, rather, a harmonious social order
within which individuals could lead happy and ethical
lives.
No wonder that Confuci us' description of the di sorder
he sees in society around him ironically provides a good
description of a really democratic society. Confucius
proposes here a kind of proto-Althusserian theory of
ideological interpellation: the ideological " big Other "
( tradition ) , embodied in its apparatuses (rituals ) , inter
pellates individuals, and it is up to the individual to live
and act in accordance with the title that makes him what
he is. Confucius' idea was that crisis happens when the
original harmony is lost and then the idea is to restore
harmony. I think that we sho uld drop this. There is no
harmony to which we should or can return. For har
mony, we have to decide what we want and we have to
struggle and fight for it.
-

II
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Means Without End:
Political Phronesis

What kind of values should we foster to help guide our
ethico-political decisions?

SZ: What fascinates me are the events going on
in Egypt. The West has been saying for years that
" we want Arabs to become democratic. " This is all
hypocrisy. Now we have had a democratic explosion,
which involved, at the same time - at least till now absolutely no Muslim fundamentalism. Nonetheless
everybody is afraid. This is what always fascinates me.
Here, theoretical analysis begins and this is often true
in politics: you bridge something from very different
sides.
In Slovenia, we have a proverb that, if you talk too
much, you want something: you really are afraid that
something could happen and you talk a lot to make
sure that it doesn't. It' s a little bit like this with democ
racy in Arab countries. Everybody was saying that they
needed democracy, but everyone was deadly afraid that
democracy would finally come about there.
12

Means Without End: Political Phronesis
This is maybe where you should teach me. When
you say common good, I think of something like true
political activity - and of course I don't mean power
struggle or corruption; rather, I mean the process of
decision-making. In this political domain of j udgments
and decisions, we need what Aristotle called phronesis,
a reflection, where you don't have any advanced theo
retical measure and cannot determine your priorities in
a non-political way. Politics for me is not j ust a means
to make decisions on religious, social, and ethical issues
in an objective way. It simply is not true.
The lesson of politics is that you cannot distinguish
between means and ends (goals). We all know this
was the big contradiction of Stalinism. They wanted
communist freedom, but the way they went about
it achieved the opposite. So again, for me, politics
precisely means that everything is a matter of decision
making, not that you have this self-willful contingent
decision . But decisions are to be made, especially today
and not only with ecology, but also with biogenetics
and all other issues.
It is clear that we have to decide everything. I n a very
short period of time, we will be able to do horrific things
that not only influence physical appearances, by manip
ulating genes, but that also influence psychological
properties. For example, a couple of years ago, I visited
Beijing and Shanghai and met some people who were
working for the Chinese Academy of Sciences, and they
showed me a pretty horrifying program at their Institute
of Biogenetics. They said: " Our goal is to take care of
the physical welfare and also the psychological welfare
of the Chinese people . " This means that they plan some
how to control even the psychological properties of the

Means Without End: Political Phronesis
people. Here, the old religion doesn ' t work. All our tra
ditional wisdoms - you can' t apply them here. Because
the basic coordinates are undermined.
Traditional ethics tells us that one should do one's
duty and work hard. But let me give an example of
two students. One is lazy and the other works hard. In
normal ethics, the good guy who works hard will win.
But what i f the lazy one takes some pills, which tremen
dously enhance his ability so that he then works j ust a
little bit and beats the hard-working one ? What will yo u
do here ? Will you prohibit pills ? The ethical coordinates
change here .
Jiirgen Habermas - although I disagree with him was aware of this, and his solution was simply not to
do it. But I don't think his solution works. Can you
imagine how painful a decision this i s ? Let's say I am a
lazy student and you are a hard-working student. You
work hard and I take a pill and do it much faster, with
out any effort, than you. Then you will have every right
to feel like an idiot. Why did you have to go through all
that ethical effort and hard work ? What is the basis of
our ethics ? That you become fre e ? As people like to say:
" Freedom comes with duties. To be free you have to earn
it by disciplining yourself and working hard. " But what
if we have to change the very discipline and the sense of
work ? What if it can be influenced through some chemi
cal means, even genetics ? Everything changes. So we are
in a totally new situation.
So again, if what you mean by the common good is
an awareness that we have to decide what the common
good is, then I agree with you. I j ust don't believe that,
with regard to where humanity is today, we still can
apply the traditional Confucian paradigm that there i s

Means Without End: Political P hronesis
chaos so we should return to stability. We should decide
what stability we want. And we don't have any guar
antee of any natural balance or social harmony. In thi s
respect, I am a pessimist.

15
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Ma y You Live In
Interesting Times"
''

Speaking of our strikingly new situation, you once quoted
Antonio Gramsci: "The old world is dying away, and the
new world struggles to come forth: now is the time of mon
sters." And in these interesting times, there is something
right in front of us. Among all these so-called monsters,
how do you analyze the rise of China, seen by some as the
new monster?

SZ: I don't know i f this is true, but in Europe we claim
that the Chinese have this proverb that if you really hate
someone, the curse to fling at them is: " May you live in
interesting times ! " But when I was in China, they told
me that they heard this from Western people. It' s typical
how you attribute something to some people and then
if you go to them, they don't know anything about it.
Somehow, historically, the " interesting times" have
been periods of unrest, war and struggles for power in
which millions of innocents suffered the consequences .
And today w e definitely live in interesting times - with
danger and tensions.
r6

"May You Live In Interesting Times"
Who knows what will happen with the growing chaos
of nature and economics. This is what worries me: there
have been big debates where some people started to
doubt ecologists, claiming that they are j ust exaggerat
ing global warming. But the point is j ust an easy answer:
when yo u listen to the good ecological scientists, they
warn that global warming doesn't simply mean that it
will get warmer everywhere, it means there will be more
extremes. There is a prediction, which is paradoxical,
that if global warming continues, there may be a new
ice age in Western Europe. It' s a theory about the Gulf
Stream: if it gets warmer, the Gulf Stream will no longer
reach Europe . People tend to forget that New York is
geographically at the same level as Spain. That i s to say
we, in Europe, have relatively warmer weather than
people in the North. So global warming means a new ice
age in Europe. This is madness.
Again, this i s what I try to adhere to: given the sense
of urgency, we need to think - and this i s not because
of any of my communist dreams. I have lived in a com
munist co untry. I know how horrible it was - in a more
global sense. Let's say something like a new ice age in
Europe or more severe droughts in Africa do happen.
At the same time, they tell us - I don't know whether
it's true - the gigantic forests in northern Siberia will
become habitable because the permafrost is melting
there . True, climate change will bring increased com
petition for resources, coastal flooding, infrastructure
damage from melting permafrost, stresses on animal
species and indigenous cultures of the region - all this
accompanied by ethnic violence, civil disorder, and
local gang rule. In the same way, we hear more and
more voices enj oining us to heed global warming.
17

"May You Live In Interesting Times"
The pessimistic predictions should be put into a more
balanced context.
But if this happens, do we even have mechanisms to
organize things ? How will we transfer people from, let' s
say, Africa to wherever ? There are already spontane
ous transfers happening. In a year or so, cargo ships
will be able to take a direct northern route, cutting the
consumption of fuel and reducing carbon emissions.
And I was told that many Chinese are already moving
to Siberia. Are we aware of what is happening ? Two
million Chinese are already in Africa taking over. This
horrifies my leftist friends there.
But I'm telling them that we are effectively approach
ing a multicentric world, which means we need to ask
new, and for the traditional left, unpleasant questions.
Doesn't this mean that maybe we should accept that the
United States is not always automatically the bad guy ?
We talk about America being an economic neocolonial
ist state, but what about Chinese neocolonialism ? I am
what you might call abstractly an anti-capitalist. I am,
for instance, suspicious of the old leftists who focus all
their hatred on the United States. Why is the left silent
about that ? When I say this, it annoys them, of course.
But it is obvious that China is now a mega economic
colonial power in Africa. They are doing some better
things than the West, but not all. For example, take
Sudan or Zimbabwe where they are ruthlessly creat
ing factories run by local tyrants. Or take Myanmar. It
is absolutely clear how the General survived the great
protest led by the Buddhist monks a co uple of years
ago : the military regime was saved with the discreet help
of Chinese security advisors. Myanmar i s effectively
a Chinese economic colony, with China playing the

r8

"May You Live In Interesting Times"
standard postcolonial strategy of supporting the corrupt
military regime in exchange for the freedom to exploit
the vast natural reso urces.
It is the same as what South Korean business cor
porations tried to do in Madagascar. I've heard that it
didn't go thro ugh, but it is another example of capitalist
colonialism. As I was told, the plan was pretty horrible .
Daewoo Logistics, one of the major internati onal corpo
rations in South Korea, announced that it wanted to buy
some 3 . 2 million acres of farmland, the most fertile land,
in Madagascar, amounting to nearly half of its arable
land . And it plans to put about three-quarters of this land
under corn, with the remainder used to produce palm
oil, a key commodity in the global biofuels market. And
they claim that their deal will also benefit Madagascar.
But everyone knows that it is OK as long as the economy
goes well. If not, people in Madagascar will suffer from
hunger. I really think we are living in such crazy times,
where, without some kind of links beyond and above the
level of state, we will be lost in a new chaos. The circle of
postcolonial dependence is thus closed again.
From what I heard from my political friends, many
states are silently already preparing for debt. One way to
read American politics is to see it based on the premise
that most of the world will be in chaos soon. So we j ust
have to isolate ourselves, protect ourselves and think
about how we have control over a few vital issues, like
oil in the Middle East. And the others - who cares ? Let
them starve. So communism is once again at the gates.
Who is to decide on the priorities here, and how, if such
decisions cannot be left to the market ? It is here that the
question of communism has to be raised once again.

19
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Communism: The
Ethico-Political Fiasco

As you have argued, the resuscitation of the notion of
communism can only be justified when it is related to
the commons. And in an interesting interview with the
Guardian, you "disclosed the secret" that communism will
win. What did you mean by that? And by your claim that
the explosion of uprisings and rebellions would lead us to
overcome the failures of twentieth-century communism?

SZ: I like the aspect of common, in the sense that we
are facing mega problems where old notions of sovereign
states or even issues like ecology are being questioned.
See, for example, what they did for the financial crisis:
compare the $ 7 00 billion spent by the US alone in order
to stabilize the banking system to the fact that, of the
$22 billion pledged by richer nations to help develop
poorer nations' agriculture in the face of the current
foo d crisis, only $2. 2 billion has so far been made avail
able. The financial meltdown made it impossible to
ignore the blatant irrationality of global capitalism. In
this sense, the Copenhagen Climate S ummit was simply
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a fiasco . When there is any type of ecological meeting,
all they say is: " Yes, we should go on talking and then
we succeeded because we decided that we will meet
again and talk in two years. " You see, nonetheless, for
the financial crisis, they are able to act immediately with
sums of money, which are simply unbelievably h uge.
This, I think, is a paradox.
Look what Stalin said: "If you shoot one person yo u
are a murderer. If you kill a couple of persons you are
a gangster. If you are a crazy statesman and send mil
lions to their deaths you are a hero. " It' s horrible. We
now can say the same thing about crime . If you steal
one h undred tho usand dollars, you are a thief. If you
destroy billions, banks and the state will help you. I'm
really worried.
This is what I mean about my communism - not the
Leninist version, which was total madness. Many leftists
hate me when I argue that twentieth-century commu
nism might have been the biggest ethico-political fiasco
in the history of humanity. I think there is no other soft
explanation. Some things were done well here and there,
but globally it was a fiasco . But the problems, to which
communism tried to provide an answer, are still here,
more than ever. They are returning.
This is why I like to say communism, for me, is not
an answer. Communism is not the name of a solution
but the name of a problem: the problem of the com
mons in all its dimensions - the commons of nature as
the substance of our life, the problem of o ur biogenetic
commons, the problem of our cultural commons ( " intel
lectual property " ), and, last but not least, the problem
of the commons as that universal space of humanity
from which no one should be excluded. Whatever the
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solution might be, it will have to solve this problem. S o
what y o u a r e trying t o capture with the common good
is the name of a problem. This is communism for me.
What will be the answer? I don't know. Maybe we don't
have an answer. Maybe it will be a catastrophe. Maybe
. . . I don't know.
Nonetheless, and I'm not being too pessimistic here,
but what shocks me, again and again, i s how so-called
specialists are proven wrong. About ro or r 5 years ago,
people said that in postmodern times there are no longer
revolutions; forget about people taking to the streets.
My god, now you have them all around . Who knows
where we will go from here ?
I would like to see Saudi Arabia . This is the true
worry. Everybody is in a panic not so much because of
Egypt, but Saudi Arabia, which is an incredibly corrupt
regime . But do you know what' s really absurd ? It is that
corruption, in a way, doesn't exist there, because it i s
the system itself. In other countries y o u have politicians
who steal from the state, but there the king is the state,
so he doesn't have to steal . The system itself i s simply
horrible.
I was in Qatar for the New Year and I met some
people from Saudi Arabia who told me this i ncredible
story. Basically, the royal family possesses the state .
They don't even have to steal anything, because they
already have it. The key is that they all have a mistress
and the breeding, so there are around r o,ooo princes
in the family. They all have a wonderful life . But if you
go out into the neighborhoods, the country has its own
poverty. Did you know that, a couple of years ago, there
were small demonstrations even in Saudi Arabi a ? It has
already started there. Now everyone i s afraid i n the
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West, but don't they see that the more it is postponed,
the more crazy and self-destructive the explosion will
be?
I s e e explosions everywhere. In Qatar, a female cura
tor at a museum took me to an industrial city in the
suburb of D oha. I asked immediately who does the
work for all those nice buildings. It seemed almost like
a concentration camp. Yo u have military barracks for
immigrant workers. They j ust seem like self-employed
men who sold themselves into slavery. Many of them
came from Nepal, Indonesia, or the Philippines. And for
four years, they take away the workers' passports and
claim that it is a safe way to pay the stipend. They are
not even free to leave . They have to work without air
conditioning where the temperature in summer rises to
5 7 °C. Literally, in this temperature, if you step out you
can fry eggs witho ut any problem. And they are paid
$ 1 5 0 per month o ut of which the company takes some
for food.
Now comes the beauty: they want them to be invis
ible. On Friday, they are free to visit the city. But to
prevent them from going to stores, they found an ingen
ious solution. Every Friday, entry into a shopping mall
is prohibited to single men - officially, to maintain the
family spirit in the malls; but this, of course, is only an
excuse. Of course, all these workers are single. So under
the pretext of protecting the family, they are prohibited
from going to shopping malls on the only day they are
free. This is all j ust waiting to explode. It' s interest
ing what is happening in all these places - Qatar, Abu
D habi, D ubai. This is slavery and it will j ust explode.

7

Wh o Is Afraid of a
Failed Revolution?

We are now witnessing all these explosions, from Egypt to
Tunisia. And what if they just end up as a mere revolution
ary episode? In these economically stressed times, why is it
that we are expanding the war, why is the US administra
tion expanding the war in Afghanistan?

SZ:

What I always repeat is that the West itself created
the problem here: this rise of religious fundamentalism
is strictly an effect of the retreat of the left. You can
see it, for example, in Afghani stan. Just 4 0 years ago
Afghanistan was an extremely secular, tolerant Middle
East Muslim country. There was a king who was a kind
of pro-Western secular technocrat and a very strong
local communist party. Then what happened ? The com
munist party forced a coup d'etat and the Soviet Union
and the West intervened with Americans backing up the
Muslim fundamentalists, so now we have fundamental
ist Afghanistan. Isn't this a nice paradox? It is not an
old traditional fundamentalist society that we should
enlighten, but, in every way, it became entangled in
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world politics, which made it fundamentalist. With the
global liberal system, we generated fundamentalism. It' s
the same i n all Arab countries.
I claim that this rise of religi ous fundamentalism is
strictly the other side of the disappearance of the secular
left in Muslim countries. We tend to forget how strong
the secular left was in the Arab countries. It played a
pretty honorable role. It wasn't j ust an instrument of the
Soviet Union in Syria, Iraq, or even in Egypt. And we
all know, for example, what was pro bably the greatest
crime of the Egyptian politician Gamal Abdel Nasser.
I n the mid-6os, he basically killed all the communists.
I often quote Walter Benj amin, who said: " Every rise
of fascism bears witness to a failed revolution . " This is
perhaps more pertinent today than ever.
Liberals like to point o ut similarities between left and
right " extremi sms " : Hitler's terror and camps imitated
Bolshevik terror, the Leninist party is today alive in al
Qaida - yes, but what does all this mean ? It can also be
read as an indication of how fascism literally replaces
( takes the place of) the lefti st revolution: its rise is the
left' s failure, but simultaneously a proof that there was
a revolutionary potenti al, dissatisfaction, which the left
was not able to mobilize. Is the rise of radical Islamism
not exactly correlative to the disappearance of the
secular left in Muslim countries ? Where did this secu
lar tradition disappear ? This should be our message to
center liberals: " Ah, you got rid of us, the extreme left,
and now you have religious fundamentalists . "
I f a new secular left does n o t emerge - I don't mean
" revolutionary " in the sense of killing people, but I
mean " revolutionary left" precisely in the sense of
certain radical measures which could safeguard, as we
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would like to see it, the liberal legacy - we will find
ourselves reaching what in Europe we ironically call
" capitalism with Asian values, " which means totalitar
ian capitalism.
We are approaching it now. Look at Italy, Hungary,
or even Western Europe . We are seeing new forms of
racism in Europe . Sweden is not so bad, but when I was
in Norway they told me that even there the second party
is already an anti-immigrant party. The Netherlands,
a country that was always considered to be a symbol
of tolerance, is also the same. This is very worrying.
You cannot imagine what a strong hold authoritarian
ism is having in Hungary and how this is linked with
the rehabilitation of fascism. The latest fashion of the
European right, from Italy to Hungary to Romania, is to
focus everything on Hitler, so that you can save others.
The right wing say that they are totally against Nazism,
not fascism. Say Mussolini was not so bad, and Franco
was not that bad, but this is j u st to save the other soft
fascists. Why this urge to save, not ex-functi onaries of
" soft" fascist regimes like the one in Italy itself, but
Nazis themselves, whose ideology was explicitly anti
Christian, pagan ? Well, I see so many problems with all
this.
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Another World
Is Possible

It might have disappointed readers who wished to find an
answer from your notion of communism. I also believe
that the obligation of the secular left is not just to struggle
for ideology but also to begin from the beginning, as you
quoted Lenin at his Beckettian best, which brings about
the big question. You once mentioned that the difficulty of
today's capitalism is, in effect, that we cannot even imagine
a viable alternative to global capitalism. Are we really not
able to envision a possible alternative? What will be our
only possible option? How do you picture the new model
of a good society? What is your idea of the future? What
sort of society do you want?

SZ:

If you ask me what will be o ur future, my model
is this: did you see that wonderful film Brazil by Terry
Gilliam? It came out almost 3 0 years ago, but it' s a
beautiful film, a totally crazy comedy, and it shows the
future England under a totalitarian regime, but also
with private hedonistic pleasure. It is not the dignified
authoritarian way, but a kind of Groucho Marx in
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power. Isn't the first step of Berlusconi, a former prime
minister of Italy, close to this? Also, in China, at the
level of private life, no one cares about your private
perversions, but j u st don't mess with politics. It is no
longer the typical fascist mobilization. Liberal demo
cratic capitalism is approaching its limit, and we need
large, coordinated social actions. Otherwise the future
will resemble the film Brazil.
I think that the new authoritarianism will not be
like the old one within the discipline order, but it will
result in a strange society where, at the consumerist and
private level, you will have all your sexual freedom or
whatever you want and, at the same time, you will have
a kind of depoliticized order. It's a horrible thought. So
how sho uld we measure thi s ?
Another meaning of common is very important i n
the context of common sense, common manners. This
is why I like to shock people, telling them that I am in
favor of authoritarian values. What do I mean by this?
Let me give you an example. I wouldn't like to live in a
state where you have to argue that it is not right to rape
women. It' s obscene . What kind of society is this where
these values need to be debated ? I would like to live in
the society where there is no question that the very idea
of rape is considered absolutely di sgusting and crazy.
And the same goes for racism, fascism, and so on.
The measure of ethical status in society depends not
on certain things that are debated, but on certain things
that are simply accepted as unwritten rules. For exam
ple, in Europe you don't get to see signs telling you,
" D on't spit on the floor. Don't throw food around. "
I'm not being disparaging, but I was told that they have
such signs in China. But in Europe it' s automatically
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understood. You don't even have to write it on the wall.
This is, I think, the ethical standard of society. Not what
is explicitly prohibited or allowed, but what is to such
an extent accepted that yo u don't even have to refer to
it.
And if you look at Europe, standards are falling terri
bly. In this sense, things that were considered impossible
20 or 3 0 years ago are today becoming more and more
acceptable . For example, 20 or 3 0 years ago, the very
idea of having the extreme right in power was unac
ceptable. They were considered anathema: all the small
neo-fascist parties, like Jorg H aider in Austria, Jean
Marie Le Pen in France. We didn't talk with them. We
are in a democratic society, so we tolerate them. But
it was absolutely out of the question to have them in
power. But then this fell down. You now have them
in Austria and elsewhere. They all of a sudden become
respectable. The way we think of fascism: until now, it
was a consensus in Europe that fascism is bad. But now
you have debates about it. And, as I claimed, the same
will happen more and more with racism.
The same thing happens even now apropos Egypt. I
think that the West will increasingly have to abandon
democracy - even if we hold on to some form of it. It
will become more and more fashionable to say " Yeah,
democracy. But you cannot apply it directly, some
people are not mature eno ugh. " Israel already said
this openly: "We support Mubarak because Egyptians
are not yet mature people for democracy. " But isn't it
ironi c ? Because this revolution in itself proved that they
wanted democracy.
I really think we are approaching potentially danger
o usly chaotic times. What I seriously see is a kind of
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new authoritarian society different from fascism. I don't
like what many people claim, " Oh ! It' s a new fascism. "
I don't like this term, because what I claim is something
new and I don't even like their use of the term in this
metaphoric way where they appear to say something
precise, but all they do is betray their lack of analy
sis. When people describe what's happening now in
H ungary as fascism, basically they are saying: "I don't
know what is happening, it j ust reminds me of what was
happening 60-7 0 years ago. " That' s not good .
I think today the world is asking for a real alter
native. Would you like to live in a world where the
only alternative is either Anglo-Saxon neoliberalism
or Chinese-Singaporean capitalism with Asian value s ?
What I'm afraid of is that with this capitalism with
Asian values, we get a capitalism that is much more
efficient and dynamic than our Western capitalism. But I
don't share the hope of my liberal friends. The marriage
between capitalism and democracy is over.
The lesson of Wall Street for me is that the true utopia
does not mean we can have a different society. The
true utopia is the way things are, that they can go on
indefinitely j ust like that. I claim that we are approach
ing some tough decisions. If we do nothing, then we are
clearly approaching a new authoritarian order.

9

For Th ey Know Not
What They D o

Even though we are approaching potentially dangerous
times of chaos and confronting tough decisions, we do not
know what is really going to happen. How shall we deal
with this time of uncertainty, of "the unknowns"?

SZ:

I really think we are living in very dangerous,
interesting times. Everything i s changing, including
human nature itself, along with the prospect of bio
genetics, etc. I was always absolutely fascinated by this
phenomenon of directly connecting our brain and physi
cal activity without the use of apparatus. For example,
when I was in New York, I saw on TV that crippled
people i n wheelchairs can control the movement j ust
by their mind. You don' t even need Stephen Hawking' s
proverbial little finger: with my mind, I can directly
cause obj ects to move; that is to say, it is the brain itself
that will serve as the remote-control machine. It is liter
ally a realization of the Orwellian notion of " thought
control. " If you j ust think strongly about movmg
forward, the wheelchair moves forward.

For They Know Not What They Do
Now this sounds very nice . We feel like we are God.
We can move o bj ects with our thoughts. But the prob
lem here is that, first, if this can go on outside, it could
also go on inside. This is to say, maybe someone could
also control your thoughts from the o utside. I mean
what is clear is that our very sense of identity - " what
are we ? " - is based on this gap. This very gap between
my thought and the world out there is the basic fo unda
tion of our senses of personal identity, where freedom
is being undermined. We don't know what this means,
what really is happening. We are entering such a new
world. We don't know.
Some leftists like to say: " We know what is happen
ing. But we j ust don't know how to mobilize people. "
No ! For example, what is happening today in China ? I s
i t simply a n authoritarian form o f capitalism ? I s it a new
form of communism ? Is it something totally new ? We
have old Marxists and old liberals who agree about one
thing, simply that the old form of communism is even
more tri umphant. But they don't have a good theory.
We have many of these new slogans - postind ustrial
society, reflective society, postmodern society, infor
mation society - but I think these are j ust j ournalistic
names. We don't yet know what is happening. So we
need theory and philosophy more than ever.
Today is the time for theory. Why ? Look at the
debates about abortion and so on. Yo u cannot simply
apply old religious wisdom, because it is a totally new
situation. Should we or sho uld we not allow genetic
research ? Do you notice how confused the debates are ?
It totally shocked me how in Europe Catholics and
Christians oppose biogenetic interventions, claiming
that humans have an immortal soul, and they are not
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j ust machines, so we shouldn't mess with them. But
I ask them a very naive qu estion: If you believe that
humans have an immortal soul, which is independent
of matter, why then are you afraid of biogenetic inter
ventions ? They j ust take place in the brain; they cannot
attack the immortal soul. We are all aware that we are
touching on something that is very dangerous.
I don't think either of the standard sol utions works.
O n the one hand, there is a conservative solution (Jiirgen
Habermas I the Catholic Church), which simply urges
that this should be stopped, that it should be prohibited.
It' s dangerous to mess with it, so let' s set up a limit.
O n the other hand, you have this man Ray K urzweil,
a main representative of techno-digital apocalypticism,
an ultra-optimist, who says that we are moving to a
stage of technological singularity, human species and
its transmutation into the " po st-human. " Both are
obviously wrong. There is hard work to be done. It is a
unique task.
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Parallax View
on Postmodern
G lobalization
Can postmodernism tell us something about today?

SZ:

The good thing is - I may sound like a Eurocentric
- that the Western world is losing its privilege . It's open
to everyone . One thing I like about what we fashion
ably called postmodern society is that it no longer works
with this sense of old status. Look at S ingapore. About
6o or 7 0 years ago it was a backward village state. Now
it's a state with maybe the highest income per capita .
Generally, we think of Lichtenstein, with its banking
system, as being one of the richest, but I think it lost its
reputation during the financial crisis, while Singapore did
very well. Even in the crisis of 2009, it grew by I 5 per
cent. These are, and not j ust in a cynical way, the proofs
of our interesting times. And it is a very good effect of
postmodern capitalism that everyone is given a chance.
I don't even agree with those who claim that
postmodernism means Americanization. No, postmod
ernism means that even in a small nation everyone gets
a chance. This is why in Europe some people are against
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globalization. I think that the big victims of globaliza
tion are not the United States or China, but second-level
traditional powers like France or Germany. Nobody
even speaks their languages today. All my French friends
are furious because 4 0 years ago English was considered
vulgar and the true international language was French .
Now nobody speaks it. Even English is a loser. I read a
wonderful text claiming that what we are talking now,
this English, which is emerging as the world language, is
some sort of strange language that is actually very differ
ent from what is spoken in traditi onal English-speaking
countries. The English language itself will, as a result of
its global dominance, become lost. Some of the English
that is being spoken somewhere in a Chinese market
may well be more real than what English farmers are
talking.
Do you know where I see good points here ?
Globalization is so amazing that I myself also even know
about your K orean films. I even know that Taiwan films
are now fashionable . Isn't this wonderfu l ? The domain
that I like very much is the detective novel . My god,
now you have them everywhere ! Today, there are detec
tive series taking place in Native American reservations
in the US, in the industrial Ruhr area of Germany,
in Venice and Florence, in Iceland, in Brezhnev' s or
Y eltsin' s Russia, even in today' s Tibet (James Pattison ' s
series with the Chinese police inspector exiled there for
political reasons as a hero ) .
I n Sweden, of course: they are the kings o f the detec
tive novel there. Stieg Larsson is a special case; he's
not properly a detective novelist, but Henning Mankell
definitely is. Mankell's tru e achievement is that, among
today's writers, he is a unique artist of the parallax
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view. That i s to say, the two perspectives - that of
the affluent Ystad and that of Maputo (the capital of
Mozambique ) - are irretrievably " out of sync , " so that
there i s no neutral langu age enabling us to translate one
into the other, even less to posit one as the " truth " of
the other. All we can ultimately do in today's conditions
is to remain faithful to this split as it stands and, in the
absence of any common denominator, to record it.
Let' s take an absurd case : Arnaldur Indrioason in
Iceland. The whole country of Iceland has fewer than
3 0o,ooo inhabitants. Do you know how many copies of
his latest detective novel sold in Icelan d ? s o,ooo copies.
It's like the Bible - every family has one. And he's sell
ing hundreds of thousands in France, Germany, now
also in English. Reykj avik City even offers a literary bus
tour that focuses on the crime novels of Indrioason. J ust
like the Mankell tour in Y stad. This is the good side of
postmodernism, for me. You couldn't even imagine all
this 4 0 years ago. We live in such interesting times, with
great dangers, but also with hopes.
And the rules are changing. It' s quite incredible to
see the structure of Hollywood. Many foreign actors,
directors, and cameramen are able to work there. For
example, there, in Hollywood, are Miroslav Ondrfcek,
a Czech cinematographer, and Vilmos Zsigmond, who
is one of the most influential H ungarian-born cinema
tographers in history. The good thing about H ollywood
is that, in contrast to what others think, it is much more
open to the world. I also like Chinese mega spectacle
films like Hero, House of the Flying Daggers, The Curse
of the Golden Flower, and so on. The Chinese are
now making better historical spectacle movies than the
Americans. They are making the best.

Parallax View on Postmodern Globalization
I n a way, I like to see how things are really changing.
think, in the long term, globalization does not mean
we will all eat hamburgers; globalization means that
a true global field will emerge. I think that the United
States will slowly lose their priority. They make few big
hits, but even Russia is emerging with interesting major
historical spectacles. And Korea and even Romania
too . You see, this is what I like to emphasize about the
postmodern era.

I
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Th e Public Use of
Scandal

One of the critical analyses about postmodern society is
the fact that our private life is being threatened or is even
disappearing. Even though the descriptions of postmod
ern times, like the "Risk Society" or the "Information
Society," are misused as journalistic slogans, it is somehow
true that individuals are deprived of their privacy and also
of their right to public life.

SZ:

What I ' m claiming is that something strange
is happening. In some Western co untries and in the
United States, you can be a total creep or a complete
idiot - there is no limit - but you can still be a leader.
For example, Clinton: we all know, or at least surmise,
that he did it. The maj ority of people believe there was
something between the two of them; they believe that
Clinton was lying when he denied it. Nonetheless, they
support him. So everything can be open; there is no
limit. You can say all this and everything still functions.
In a way it designates the key element of the efficiency
of an ideological statement or of a power structure .

The Public Use of Scandal
This power structure is totally cynical. " S ay whatever
you want! It will happen anyway. " This is also a very
dangerous cynical tendency. And all big " public issues "
are now translated into attitudes toward the regulation
of "natural " or " personal " idiosyncrasies.
The next step is Berlusconi. He has been accused of
prostitution and cheating, but he's still at the top in
Italy. When people claim that everything is open to the
media and we no longer have a private life, I claim,
on the contrary, that we no longer have a public life .
What is effectively disappearing here is public life itself,
the public sphere proper, in which one operate s as a
symbolic agent who cannot be reduced to a private
individual, to a bundle of personal attributes, desires,
traumas, and idiosyncrasies. The public domain is fast
disappearing and we treat it as a private domain.
I was shocked when a German former Foreign
Minister, Joschka Fischer, an old leftist, after being
charged with relaxing controls on visa regu lations for
Ukraine and allowing illegal immigrants with fake i den
tities, explained his decision on public televi sion. It was
like watching some sort of TV reality show like Actor's
Studio. He said, " I had a bad night. I was thinking and
I was crying. " My god, we are talking about digni
fied public decisions. We don't care about his private
traumas and worries. It doesn't matter.
D o you know who started this shameless openness ?
The US President Richard Nixon. I sympathize with
him more and more . I think he should be rehabilitated.
Forget about the ideology of two j ournalists overthrow
ing him. It is clear that there must have been some
support in the US establishment. This is the myth of
US democracy: " Look what a great country we are .
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Two ordinary j o urnalists, Woodward and Bernstein,
can overthrow a president. " But what I'm saying is that
Nixon was the last one to struggle with dignity. He
wanted to be dignified, but he couldn't. He was a crook,
but a crook who fell victim to the gap between his ideals
and ambitions and the reality of his acts, and who thus
experienced an authentically tragic downfall . What a
tragic case.
But Ronald Reagan was totally a new model, who
shamelessly displayed his deficiencies and weaknesses:
a so-called "Teflon" president whom one is tempted
to characterize as post- Oedipal - a "postmodern "
president. I remember all the stupid liberal media people
who, after every speech of Reagan, published a long
report enumerating all the mistakes he made. Do you
know what people discovered ? The more he was caught
making stupid mistakes, the more popular he became.
People simply identified with this false " humanization. "
Berlu sconi i s doing this masterfully. People don't
want a perfect leader, they want a leader with weak
nesses like them, even with vulgarities. I read a nice
analysis of Berlusconi : what it said is that he is j ust
like an average Italian. He wants to screw around with
women and he wants to cheat with taxes. They have a
presi dent who perfectly embodies or enacts the mythical
image of the average Italian. People identify with him
and he still remains popular. And yet, this appearance
of his being " j ust an ordinary guy like the rest of us"
should not deceive us.
What I wanted to say through all of this is that some
thing very important is changing - I don't know how to
formulate it - in the way that political leaders operate
today. I claim that this old figure of a masterful leader
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with dignity i s disappearing. Even Putin is very careful
about this tendency. At some charity event, Putin played
the piano and sang " Blueberry Hill . " I asked my friend,
who i s close to Putin, and he said that it is all planned, in
the same way that he appears to lose his nerve and, from
time to time, use dirty words. H e knows this makes
him popular. Something is changing here even with the
features of the new model of political leader.

12

The Screen of Po liteness/
Emp ty G estures and
P erformatives
How do you understand the general analysis of North
Korea?

SZ:

If you ask me about North K orea, I think it is
interesting, as an extreme case, to ask how this regime
functions; how it is possible . From what I read, one or
two years ago North Korea changed its constituti on,
dropping out all references to socialism and commu
nism. It is now some kind of patriotic military regime .
Also what interests m e is that even when M a o Zedong
and Stalin were still in power and local media were
praising them, North Korea never directly upheld the
supernatural. At that time, it never claimed that Mao
could create wonders, but now that is what is said in
North K orea.
For example, the official story of the death of Kim
Il-S ung is that, when he died, thousands of ravens came
down because people cried so much, so they decided
not to take his soul away. It' s very interesting how
the first communist regime directly transformed into
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supernatural dimensions. What intrigues me is a very
simple question: do ordinary people in North Korea
believe it or not? The answer might be relatively com
plex, because in a way they might not believe it, but, in
another way, they cannot be simply cynical. There must
be an interesting self- blinding confused mechanism.
I wonder how much the floodgates will open. I read
somewhere that they are now getting more cellphones
and DVDs smuggled in from China. Will the regime
survive with this ? And if they want unification, what
will happen if it takes place all of a sudden? My God,
there are 20 million poor people . Are o utsiders allowed
to visit North Korea ? I was told that you could go into
North Korea via China, and in Beij ing there are some
agencies through which to do this. Recently I was told
that the only way to visit there was either officially, as a
diplomat or j ournalist, or you have to become a member
of some North Korean Society of Friendship and play
along with it for at least two years. I like this: even in
the worst days of Stalinism, you were prohibited from
talking with foreigners, and in North Korea I read that
it's even very dangerous for local people if you fix your
gaze on them or if they have any kind of communica
tion, even a non-verbal one too, with a foreigner.
The problem is if North Korea collapses; we don't
want a repeat of the mistakes made in the case of East
Germany. If you ask me, it might sound horribly some
how fascist or totalitarian, but I wouldn't open the
border immediately. What would happen if the North
were to collapse immediately? Practically, it would be
too dangerous and chaotic. I ' d retain North Korea as
a kind of special zone and gradu ally solve problems.
I'm not a utopian. Here I'm very realistic. Because West
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Germany made a mistake: they j ust threw an incredible
amount of money into East Germany - as I remember,
around 7 o,ooo euros per person - and the effect was
zero . So now East Germany has the most modern, more
than the West, phone system and trains, but the whole
social structure is still much less productive.
And another problem is that there was no shared
cultural proj ect. For example, do you know a North
Korean film, which they tried to show abroad ? It is
a famous film, Pulgasari, directed by Kim Jong-Il. It
is about a big monster who helps the people but then
demands victims, and the most beautiful girl sacrifices
herself for the people, to be eaten. Well, it was even
available for a while in the United States, with a small
distributor. It was perhaps Kim's biggest attempt. I even
have a book published in English by Kim Jong-Il - On
the Art of the Cinema and it' s wonderful because it
mixes political phrases with total platitudes. I love this.
I also saw recently a North Korean film, The
Schoolgirl's Diary, which was released in France at the
end of 200 7 . It's about a teenage girl who is always sad
because her father is away traveling all the time for the
devotion to his country. But then her father comes home
and explains to her that Kim Jong-Il, the general, is also
a h uman like us - and then the father died at the end of
the film. And this teenage girl is so glad and says to the
father: " Now I know that you are not here, but I didn't
lose a father, I gained another father. Now I have two
fathers, you and Kim Jong-Il . " It' s crazy. If you look
at university locations or apartments in the movie, yo u
would have tho ught that it was an upper-middle-class
standard for everyone. In the r 99 0s, at least ro percent
of the people died from h unger. How did they manage
-
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it without any serious rebellions ? I know that they are
extremely brutal and totalitarian.
My leftist friend, a Chinese philosopher, showed me
a photocopy of a textbook for an elementary school
in North Korea. They are taught that their leader K im
Jong-11 is so clean that he doesn't shit or urinate. They
don't explain how, but he j ust doesn't. This phenom
enon always bothers me. Of course they don't believe it,
but nonetheless, on some deeper strange level, they take
them seriously. This is my big obsession: people don't
mean all these things, yet nonetheless they are crucial.
Let me give you an example. If a rich friend invites
you to a restaurant, when the bill comes, of course, it's
polite for you to say, " No, please, I will pay. Or let us
split. " But you both know that you j ust have to insist
a little bit to be polite, and what's so interesting is that
we both know this is a game. The most elementary level
of symbolic exchange is a so-called " empty gesture, " an
offer made or meant to be rej ected. It is not hypocrisy;
it works in some way. Then there are rules and mean
ings I am aware of, but have to act on the outside as if
I am not aware of them - dirty or obscene innuendos
which one passes over in silence in order to maintain the
proper appearances.
Isn't there a beautiful young ballet dancer in North
K orea ? But why does North Korea allow thi s ? Do they
take her money ? What is her status ? S omehow they
don ' t criticize her as a traitor but, rather, they use her as
a symbol of brotherhood. This also fascinates me.
I s it true that, on the southern side of the demilita
rized zone (DMZ) in Korea, there is a unique visitor's
site, which can be seen from So uth Korea, with a theater
building with a large screen-like window in front? In
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front of this theater has been built a completely fake
model village with beautiful houses and nicely painted
walls, and the people there are even give better clothes
to wear, and, in the evening, the lights in all the houses
are turned on at the same time - although nobody lives
in them - and people are obliged to take a walk. I love
this idea. It' s like Disneyland. Is this not a pure case of
the symbolic efficiency of the frame as such ?
Maybe the more they open the cities to show - this
is my funny idea - the more North K orea will develop.
Why don't they open a platform on Pyongyang which
can be looked at from the South ? This is the moment of
truth: North Korea behind a mask. Western observers
even think that although North Koreans may be crazy,
they're immensely proud and independent. No, they're
not. They depend so terribly on what others think about
them. But why do they have this obsession to impress
others ?
In this sense, North Korea fascinates me. How does
a society like this actually function? Contrary to what
people say, it is a brutal regime . At the same time, it is
fragile in the sense that appearances have to be main
tained at any price . This already started under Stalinism.
If you publish one critical text, or show a moment of
weakness to the leader - for example, show Kim Jong-11
sleeping - this is a catastrophe. This is for me the big
enigma of communism. It' s not j ust pure brutality but, at
the same time, it' s an obsession with " feigning" simply
to maintain appearances. This is a paradoxical point of
the ambiguity of politeness that there is an unmistakable
dimension of humiliating brutality in the politeness.
This is why, when we had dissidents here, we were
all obsessed with thinking that the secret police was
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watching and listening to us. But I told them that the
right model - it's a very racist example - should be this
one : I read in some novel by James Baldwin that in the
prostitution houses of the old South, of New Orleans
before the Civil War, the African-American, the black
servant, was not perceived as a person, so that, for
example, two white people - the prostitute and her
cl ient - were not at all disturbed when a servant entered
the room to deliver drinks. They were not embarrassed
and they simply went on copulating, since the servant' s
gaze did not count as the gaze of another person.
The secret police should be treated as black servants
once were. You shouldn't care if they listen to you . Who
cares ? They shouldn't count. You shouldn't be afraid
of them and you should ignore them - then it will work
nicely. We will later learn that the secret police was
always o bsessed with this non-existent secret or any big
plan. It is a big mistake to think that they don't know
there are no secrets. They totally miss the point and
waste the ir energy for nothing. And another secret of
the left is that we defy and confuse the enemy not by
hiding something, but precisely by not hiding anything.
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Deadlock of Totalitarian
Communism

You once mentioned that one should never forget the
extent to which dissident resistance was indebted to the
official ideology. And for this precise reason, I quote: "One
can claim that today's North Korea is no longer a com
munist country, not even in the Stalinist sense." Yet most
people generally consider North Korea to be a very com
munist regime. From an ethico-political perspective, how
do you understand the general analysis of North Korea?

SZ:

There are obvio us things: we all know that North
Korea is a total fiasco - I j ust don't like Western scholars
uttering platitudes about them. Some leftists like to say
that South Korea is not totally innocent either. Yes, that
is right, but we already know all this: before the K orean
War in 1 94 8 , the South was also being provocative .
I read an interesting thing in the book of a Western
historian that for many years in the 1 9 s os, until even the
mid-' 6os, the standard of living of the average person
was higher in North Korea. Because they did have suc
cess until the mid- ' 6os, then it gradually broke down .
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This is, I think, the tragedy of communism - that it
reached a certain level of primitive industrialization, but
when the moment (postmodernism, digital technology,
or whatever we like to call it) that we are now pass
ing arrived, it didn ' t work anymore. The irony is that
traditional Marxist dogma - the means of prod uction
change more rapidly than the relations of production
- is absol utely the best way to explain the fall of com
munism. You can also see this very nicely in the book on
the communist economy of East Germany.
I know a guy who was a dissident and who worked
for one of the top Western j ournals, whose problem
was how to adapt to the digital revolution. He told me
that their approach was totally wrong. They didn't see
the social dimension of the digital revolution: the local
interaction. But their idea was the traditional one. They
thought they would be able to make centralized planning
more efficient with perfect mega computers. You know,
even if bureaucrats have a good plan, when it cannot
react fast enough, then it doesn't function. It simply
didn't work. This is the irony of the failure, literally, of
totalitarian communism in the twentieth-century sense.
East Germany was also doing relatively well in the
1 9 5 0s and the early ' 6os. Mostly, they were working in
a ruined country where reconstruction had to happen
fast. In the same way, after 1 9 5 3 , North K orea recon
structed, but in a much more efficient totalitarian way.
But then after a certain point, it simply doesn' t work
any more.
What I'd like to do about North K orea is work out
how to interpret this in a way that is not racist, because
a typical European answer would have been : " Ha ha,
you Koreans are primitive. Here is my answer. " No, I
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don' t think so. I think that this has to do with the spe
cificity of the communist way of doing things, which can
make us arrive implicitly at the true dimension. And this
kind of religious dimension has already been seen with
Mao and Stalin.
Also, late communist regimes have a tendency to
become monarchic . It even happened in Europe, with
Nicolae Cea u§escu. Far from being a result of the
radical break occurring now in Eastern Europe, the
obsessive adherence to the national Cause is precisely
what remains the same throughout this process. And
this attachment was all the more exclusive the more
the power structure was " totalitarian. " So, why thi s
unexpected disappointment? Why does authoritarian
nationalism overshadow democratic pluralism ? The
leftist thesis was that ethnic tensions were instigated and
manipulated by the ruling party bureaucracy as a means
of legitimizing the party's hold on power. In Romania,
for example, the nationalist obsession, the dream of
Great Romania, the forceful assimilation of H ungarian
and other minorities, created a constant tension which
legitimized Ceau§escu's hold on power
Nonetheless, whatever you say about classical com
munist regimes, at one point they were honest and
good. They never allowed direct family succession. For
example, what about Stalin' s children ? Did they have
any power ? No. This was an absolute prohibition.
Succession should not be a family matter. Even Mao:
of co urse they took care of their children, but were they
privileged ? They sent their children to study abroad and
gave them the right to travel, but these were j ust small
corruptions. There was never a question of Mao's son
becoming his successor.
so
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This tendency, I claim, has something to do with how
communism reacted to its decay. It happened in Europe .
And in a non-communist way, it also happened in all
those crazy countries like Uzbekistan or Kazakhstan.
You know who became the father of the nation ? Heydar
Aliyev, who was the chief of the KGB in the Brezhnev
years, a total communist apparatchik. He reinvented
himself as the father of the nation [Azerbaij an] . He died
about a couple of years ago, and now his son is the
president, which is total madness. Again, I really don't
want to go into this false racist explanation.
The other thing that interests me is the fact that, even
with all its pro blems, S outh Korea now has a relatively
stable democracy and has already become a successful
developed country. South Korea is nothing special, I
mean, in a good sense . The point is what critical intel
lectuals like you can make out of this predicament in
which we find ourselves.
Again, here, we should not follow the path of Japan
or China. Their models are pretty much the same: to
combine traditional wisdom with modernity. I think we
need more. The soft fascist solution, which for me is the
Chinese solution, simply will not work. My hope is that
we will find a new model, not just to retain capitali sm
and have control thro ugh some harmonious corporate
means, but to confront the deadlock of modernity in a
more intelligent way.
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The Subversive Use
of Th eory

Under the so-called Bologna Process, the link between the
humanities and theoretical thinking has been questioned,
and the colonization of the logic of the market and of capi
talist values over the educational field is now crucial. How
do you see your educational commitment?

SZ:

This may surprise you: I don't have students. I
work all the time as a researcher. This is why I'm eter
nally grateful to communist oppression. When I finished
my studies in the early r 97 os, it was during the final
moments of hardline communism. S o they didn't allow
me to teach. I was unemployed for five years, then I got
a j ob at a small research institute. I'm still there. Because
it is perfect. I don't have any o bligations. Well, I teach
here and there a little bit, but I hate students more and
more. I like universities without students, serio usly.
Well, this is - as I would put it - a difficult question.
Because it' s too easy to say, " D on ' t think about your
career and do whatever you want to do. " But, my God,
the maj ority of people have to survive. I think what we
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should offer them is a way to have some kind of career.
Still, the problem for me is how to combine a career
with a purpose in life . I mean, you can be a researcher
or sci entist or whatever, but how can you do something
good there ?
What I want to tell you is that I don't want a society
where we are divided into a majority, who are j ust stupid
workers looking for career, and then a minority, who
play the morally elevated role. I don't know how it is in
your country, but here in Slovenia, Germany, France, or
England, what is happening now with education - the
so-called Bologna reform of higher education - is j ust
horrible.
What they really want is simply the "private use of
reason, " as I call it, following Kant, so that universi
ties basically produce experts who will solve problems
- problems, defined by society, of state and corporate
business. But, for me, this is not thinking. What i s
" true " thinking ? Thinking is n o t solving problems. The
first step in thinking is to ask these sorts of questions:
" Is this really a problem ? " "Is this the right way to
formulate the problem ? " " How did we arrive at this ? "
This is the ability we need in thinking.
Let' s look at the problem with the ideas of those in
power. You have, for example, a car-burning incident in
the suburbs of Paris. S o you call up a psychologist and
a sociologist who will tell you, according to their analy
sis, what to do and how to contain it. No ! Thinking is
much more than that. It is about asking fundamental
questions. And this is disappearing. They really want to
make universities into schools for experts. It's actually
already happening - they've even said it openly - and
I ' m horrified.
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A couple of months ago, the [then] Minister of State
for Universities and Science in the UK, David Willetts,
openly said that, from then on, " the arts, humanities
and social sciences " taught in universiti es should have
nothing to do with the state, meaning that it should be
a matter between the university and the individual - the
citizen - as an agent of the market. It is a total com
merci alization of higher education. I think this is pretty
much a catastrophe. Because j u st as in more confused
times, like today, we don't j ust need experts. We also
need people who will think more radically to arrive at
the real root of problems.
So the first thing to fight for, I think, i s simply to make
people, the experts in certain domains, be aware of not
just accepting that there are problems, but of thinking
more deeply. It is an attempt to make them see more. I
think it can be done. I believe this may be the main task
for today: to prevent the narrow production of experts.
This tendency, as I see it, is j u st horrible. We need, more
than ever, those who, in a general way of thinking, see
the problems from a global perspective and even from a
philosophical perspective.
Let's look at another example from ecology. When the
oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico unfortunately happened
in the summer of 2o r o, people quickly needed experts to
deal with the animals and other sea creatures. No, that' s
not what we need. Indeed, what should be raised here
is a much more fundamental question about such prob
lems, problems for all of us which potentially shatter our
commons: "What are the risks if we have to keep the oil
drill ? " "What kind of industry can replace it ? "
Therefore, we should not have only these two
extremes: on the one hand, people who are conscious
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of these issues and, on the other, the maj ority who j ust
follow their careers and are indifferent to these socio
ecological problems. We should build bridges between
the two. It was a most beautiful moment, for me,
when those really important scientists, from Einstein to
O ppenheimer, started to raise more general, fundamen
tal questions about the atomic bomb and other such
political issues. So, again, I think it is more important
than ever that people become aware that much more is
at stake, especially with biogenetics and other scientific
development, than j ust technological pro blems.
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Embodying a Proletarian
Position

The problem being raised when one is to respond to
"the private use of reason " is the fact that this cannot be
achieved. We all are aware that there should be certain
socio-political responses to this, but still the question of
"who? " remains. Who is the subject/agent of revolution?
Who is going to make the new world possible?

SZ: I don't think there is only one agent. There will
not be a new working class, or whatever. I think they
are the people who find themselves in what I call a pro
letarian position: they are sometimes poor, sometimes
well-off. What I would like to say about this notion of
the proletarian position is that when you are reduced to
some kind of zero level, then another subj ect emerges
who is no longer the same self. I ' d like to refer to the
book The New Wounded (Les nouveaux blesses), writ
ten by the French philosopher Catherine Malabou, who
claimed that even now we have a new form of psychic
illness. If the twentieth century was defined by hysterical
neurosis, now, i ncreasingly, we have a "post-traumatic
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personality. " This is the new order, which means we
were su bmitted to some kind of trauma. It can be rape,
p ublic disorder, illness, or whatever. Well, we will s ur
vive, but as the living dead, deprived of all our social
existence and substance.
When Malabo u develops her notion of " destruc
tive plasticity, " of the subj ect who continues to live
after its psychic death, she to uches the key point: the
reflexive reversal of the destruction of form into the
form acquired by destruction itself. Quite simply, you
are so shocked that, even if you are still alive, yourself,
your ego is destroyed. Overdoing it a bit, perhaps, one
is tempted to say that the subj ect deprived of its libidi
nal substance is the " libidinal proletariat. " This is a
position of desperation.
I n the same way, in ecological terms, we are becoming
proletarians. By this I mean that we are deprived of our
natural basis. In biogenetics, if it' s possible to manipu
late even our genetic base, the same things happen .
So my point is that we have to look for possible prole
tarian positions. By proletarian positions, I mean in the
sense that we are reduced to the zero level and all obj ec
tive conditions of our work are taken away from us.
This is why I agree with those who claim that the first
Matrix movie is, in a way, a proletarian film. There is a
wonderful scene, which the director didn't exploit fur
ther in the movie, where, if you remember, they lie down
as if they are dead and the energy is sucked from them .
Aren't we, again, reduced to some kind of proletarian
position ?
Of course, some people are excluded
and this is
crucial for me. I think what is sad about what we are
witnessing now is that Marx was too optimistic. For
-
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Marx, capitalist exploitation has to take place in condi
tions of legal freedom and equality. That is to say, we
all have the same rights formally and legally and we are
free, but then, in effect, if you don't have money, you
have to sell yourself and you are exploited. But now,
I claim that worldwide capitalism can no longer sus
tain or tolerate this global equality. It's j ust too much.
I think that, more and more, illegal immigrants or
refugees are in this problem of what Giorgio Agamben
called " Homo Sacer. " They are in or out, and reduced
to a bare existence o utside the polis. We are all poten
tially homo sacer, and the only way to avoid actually
becoming so is to take preventative measures. This, I
think, will be another proletarian position in our time.
And again, look at the proletarian position on the
internet. It' s clear who will control the internet. What
is really worrying, with so-called cloud computing, is
a massive reprivatization of global spaces. Instead of
having big computers with all the data, we will j ust have
our individual machines - PCs, iPhones, etc. - to be
connected with limited access; all effective power will be
out there. O f course, in a way this is nice . We will have
instant access to all the movies, etc. Everything thus
becomes accessible, but only when mediated through
a company that owns it all: software and hardware,
content and computers. The question is, what is this
everything? Everything will be censored. So cloud com
puting offers individual users an unprecedented wealth
of choice - but isn't this freedom of choice sustained by
the initial choice of a provider, in respect to which we
have less and less freedom ?
To take one obvious example, it's horrendous that
Apple made a deal with Rupert Murdoch allowing the
ss
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news on the Apple cloud to be supplied by Murdoch' s
media empire. The news you will get from iPhones will
be Murdoch's news. This is a problem. The internet
interests me as, to use an old-fashioned term, "a field
of class struggle . " The fight has been going on there
from the very beginning. Steve Jobs was no better than
Bill Gates. Now I discover Steve Jobs was even worse .
Because it's clear how he manipulates it with these
machines. It's pure manipulation.
As you may know, the first version of the iPod didn't
have a function for phone calls or have a USB connec
tion. It became clear to me, after speaking with someone
who is connected with Apple, that he knew the first
one would sell well and he wanted people to buy the
next generation immediately after. It's pretty horri ble.
You see that it's not as simple as that. Global access
is increasingly grounded in the virtually monopolistic
privatization of the cloud which provides this access.
The more an individual user is given access to universal
public space, the more that space is privatized. I think
the key is to prevent these clouds from being privately
owned . This is not a technological problem; indeed, it i s
a purely ideological economic decision.
Again, here we have a proletarian problem. In the
sense that apparently you have it all, with your iPhone
you are connected to everything, but at the same time
you have nothing. Everything is outside of you, which
means you are somewhat crippled. And now something
new is emerging that I cannot but call "private public
space. " When you chat erotically on the internet, even
showing your photos or whatever, you feel like you are
in contact with the global world, but you are still iso
lated in a private space . It' s a kind of global solipsism.
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You are totally alone but in contact with everyone. Or
you are in contact with everyone, but, in a way, still
not socially connected. Again, interesting things are
emerging here.
This would have been my answer. One English ana
lytic Marxist made a very simple but nice point, and
I think there is an element of truth in it. He says that,
in Marx's time, the proletariat - the good old Marxist
determination of the proletarian revolutionary subj ect 
was defined by a series of features: they were from the
poorest part of society, the most populated, and they
created wealth on behalf of others, etc. Today, we still
have all these features, but they are no longer united in

one subject.
So what I am trying to do is redefine the concept of
the proletariat as those who belong to a situation with
out having a specific " place" in it; they are included but
have no part to play in the social edifice . It means that
the concept of the proletariat becomes a shifting cate
gory. For example, the poorest, these days, are not those
who work, but those who are j obless, excluded, and so
on. So we don't have one subj ect. We j ust have to look
to see, let's call them, different proletarian positions.
And here I have problems with my orthodox leftist
friends, who still identify the old notion of proletariat
as the working class. To annoy them, I give them this
example and it makes them furious. If you stick to the
Marxist notion of exploitation and labor theory of
value, then you should say that Chavez is exploiting
the United States through oil profits. Because Marx, in
Capital, demonstrates that the natural resources are not
a source of value. S o this means that we need to rethink
the category of exploitation. Marx is absolutely clear
6o
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here - he even uses oil as an example - that all new value
is created by labor. So where do the big profits used to
finance the revolution of Chavez come from? From sell
ing the oil and getting money from the United States.
So my argument is that we have totally to rethink the
notion of exploitation and all other features. Everything
has to be rethought again.
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New Forms of Apartheid

If we are all potentially Homo Sacer, in the sense that
the Marxist notion of the agent is no longer appropriate
for this globalized era, how can the selection of who is
included and who excluded be done ethically? Some must
be excluded as agents of revolution - the notion of funda
mental exclusion. Is there a contradiction between your
seeking an ethical, self-critical subject/agent (the barred
subject) of revolution, and your ideas of perpetual revolu
tion? To make a revolution, we need a powerful agent,
but at the same time that agent has to be able to renounce
his power. (The revolutionary state should both use and
renounce power at the same time.) What if you were con
sidered to be among the excluded, and threatened with
death by the revolutionaries?

SZ:

One thing that still works from the idea of Marx
is that, with capitalism, there exists this radical gap. On
the one hand, we have reality, real people working and
consuming, and, on the other, we have this virtual cir
culation of capital, which goes on and on. There i s a gap
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between the two. The whole country can effectively be
in ruin and people starving, and then a financial expert
comes and tells you the economy is in a good state .
We saw j ust this after the 200 8 crisis. The shock was
that nothing happened in reality, but all of a sudden
we realized that we were in a terrible crisis. I think
the problem will be that the crisis will become much
more metaphysical and economically spiritual. There
will be no catastrophe and everything will go on as
normal, then, all of a s udden, we will learn that it's
catastrophic and everything is wrong. This gap between
financial circulation, which follows its own speculative
rules, and reality is growing rapidly. I think where we
are now is extremely dangerous. I think we are moving
toward a much more authoritarian global apartheid

society.
There are multiple levels. I even tried to enumer
ate them. I see this problem of exclusion, which is no
longer about the old class division between workers
and capitalists, but simply about not allowing some
people to participate in public life. They are considered
as the invisible ones. In a way, we are all excluded, from
nature as well as from o ur symbolic substance.
So we might say that new forms of apartheid are
appearing. When we read the book Planet of Slums,
written by Mike D avis, it's shocking to learn that more
than one billion people already live in slums. Slums are
exploding, even in China. So we have those who are
"part of no-part, " the " supernumerary " element of
society, in slums, which is a very interesting phenom
enon because, contrary to what people say, that we live
in a soci ety of total control, there are larger and larger
populations o utside the control of the state . It is as if
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states allow large parts of their state territory to become
off limits. I see a tremendous problem here .
I f you go to Los Angeles, everybody knows where the
slums are. They are, of course, around the airport. You
have h uge slums in Inglewo od. Do you know why they
are there ? Because no one cares if there 's a lot of noise
where only poor people live, so they built the airport
there . LA International Airport is located in a perfect
place: not far from the airport to the north, for example,
is Beverly Hills, which is the richest part of the city. But
at the same time, it's a slum area.
I n addition to this slum situation, there are other
big problems, which I think are economically insolv
able. One of them is so-called intellectual property.
Intellectual products are, in a very naive sense, com
munist by nature. Everybody knows this. Take a bottle
of water, for example: when I drink it, then you will
not drink it - and vice versa. When we use it, it loses
its utility. But with knowledge, it's exactly the opposite .
The more it circulates, the more it grows. It' s a totally
different logic. The difficult task for companies is how
to prevent the free circulation of knowledge. Sometimes
they spend more money and time trying to prevent free
copying than they do on developing products. This is
why what is happening now is totally arbitrary.
So it is clear that what Bill Gates did is one big
kidnapping. The problem is the following: with physi
cal products, at least up to a certain level, who owns
what? You can see this book. I bought it and it's a
material obj ect. But when you talk about intellectual
products, which circulate , it' s always very arbitrary
to say they are private property, especially when you
apply patents.

New Forms of Apartheid
Indian farmers - they explained it to me in India have discovered that certain agricultural methods and
materials, which they have been using for centuries, are
now owned by American companies, j u st because an
American company patented them. S o this American
company wants the Indian farmers to pay for what
they've been doing for 2,ooo years. The next problem
will be that when the biogenetic companies patent
genes, we will all discover that parts of o urselves, our
genetic components, are already copyrighted, owned by
others. In the end, your genes will literally be owned by
a certain company. So what is you, which is not owned,
is j ust pure Cartesian cogito. This paradox is totally
absurd.
In all these domains, I think, we can find proletarian
positions. Frankly, I don't see any easy way out. But it's
clear that the liberal capitalist way will not work. This
became evident after the 2 0 0 8 crisis. Everybody would
agree with it now. It' s also clear that, in ecology, old
fashioned state regulation will not work. Communism
proved that state communism, the way it was, will not
work. If there is something clear, it was that commu
nism was even worse ecologically. It' s incredible how
m uch worse communism was in that respect.
These are problems of the commons, the reso urces
we collectively own or share. The commons contains
nature, biogenetics, intellectual property. So when intel
lectual property is appropriated by private property we
have a new enclosure of the commons. This has given a
new boost to capitalism, but in the long term, it will not
work . It' s o ut of control.

I7

Intrusion of the
Excluded into the Socio
Political Space
Particularly in Latin American countries, there have been
various attempts to solve the problem of exclusion. Could
we find the possibility of emancipatory politics of some
sort there? Will it just end up as a failed Latin American
populism?

SZ:

There i s another problem here. People often take
me to be against democracy. I was in England during the
zoo 5 elections when the Labour Party won. And you
know what happened ? A week before the elections, there
was a big TV talk show on the BBC and people were
voting about " who is the most hated person in Britain ? "
Tony Blair won. But a week later, h e won the election.
This is a very dangerous sign for me. O bviously there
is some strong level of dissatisfaction, which cannot be
captured by the electoral system. I'm not against democ
racy. The point is not to criticize democracy in the sense
that we need an authoritarian regime. The key is to ask
questions about the representative democracy we have
today: is it still able to capture the social discontent or
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formulate the relevant public demand s ? Or is it getting
more and more sterile ? We should search for solutions.
I n Latin America, for example, the solution they give
is to combine representative democracy (the model of
Lula or Morales) with social movements. If we vote, do
we really even debate what is needed to make big eco
nomic decisions, like world trade agreements or crucial
economic agreements like NAFTA in the United State s ?
Nobody votes about that. Specialists give y o u their
opinions in a way you cannot j udge. But, somehow,
the decision is made by them. What we vote about are
mostly stupid cultural matters: immigrants, abortion,
and all that stuff. This should worry us. It will create
an explosive situation. Even after democratic multiparty
elections that have been fairly fought, there can still be
an extreme level of dissatisfaction which explodes. It' s a
big challenge . And it's time to start questioning whether
this system is really what we aspire to ? And if even the
experts often cheat, are they really honest?
Another thing that worries me i s the reason why
China weathered this financial cri sis much more easily
than elsewhere . The great danger is that all of a sudden,
because of its virtual nature, crisis erupts. What is
needed more and more are big radical decisions. In
the democracy we have now, it's difficult. You have to
go through all the mechanisms. But I read a book on
China, which is very critical of China, but which none
theless admits that, when the fiasco happened in 200 8 ,
the banks generally put a limit o n borrowing because
people were not paying back loans, and it was this that
eventually pushed the economy further down . But in
China, the communist political power bureau gave an
order: " No, you should give people even more credit. "
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And it worked perfectly. It is somehow very sad to dis
cover that authoritarian power is much more efficient
in these conditions. It also worries me that capitalism is
entering a state in which it can still be formally seen as
a democracy, but it's really j ust a ritual, where an actual
authoritarian power will work better.
There was one very good argument for capitalism.
Let' s be frank. Until now, capitalism has always inextri
cably generated a demand for democracy. It's true there
were, from time to time, episodes of direct dictatorship,
but, after a decade or two, democracy again imposed
itself - like in South Korea or in Chile after Pinochet.
But then, things started to move . But I wonder if this
so-called " capitalism with Asian values, " a Chinese
Singaporean authoritarian capitalism, is not a new
form of capitalism, which is economically even more
dynamic. It' s productive and it functions even better.
But it doesn't generate a long-term demand for democ
racy. Now, however, the link between democracy and
capitalism has been broken.
I really think that this is what should worry us, this
big divorce slowly developing between democracy and
today's capitalism: the success of Chinese communist
run capitalism is an ominous sign that the marriage
between capitalism and democracy is approaching a
divorce . And here, I'm not into leftist paranoia saying
that this is some kind of dark plot. I think it is economic
logic itself. How to get out of this problem is a big task.
I don't have any easy solutions. I j ust see the problem
and urge everyone to look for the solution.
Some of my fri ends are enthusiastic about Latin
American populism. But I am rather skeptical about
it as a right solution. I think Chavez was getting crazy
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and going down and down. Now it' s developing slowly
into this typical Latin American populism, with a
strong leader who made rather strange, eccentric deci
sions. And it became embarrassing. Chavez prohibited
some songs as being dangerous for the morals of the
yo ung. And he forced the public station to play some
Catholic melodrama. It' s simply losing the edge. He
became a total, omnipotent leader. He had talk shows:
Al6 Presidente Practico and Al6 Presidente Te6rico. He
discussed theory with the people . Alas, I don't believe
in Latin American populism and I think this will ruin it.
Lula was much more efficient. Here I agree with
Negri: Lula is more interesting than Chavez. H e suc
ceeded, in an almost wonderful way, in keeping things
within a democratic framework. He didn't mess with
capitalism too much, so it worked, but at the same
time he did create a lot for the poor and middle classes.
It's incredible to see how much poverty was abolished.
Negri is right. Lula followed one of the formulas: one
was a purely party democratic system. But he had a
problem with his smaller parties, on which he had
to rely, so what did he do ? Corruption. He system
atically paid the small parties to support his power in
Parliament. I also would have done the same - it's dirty,
but it works.
But when everybody knew and tried to stop him, he
did something that was really genius. He and his gov
ernment collaborated with various social movements
- for example, ecologist, workers, and farmers. So the
government is related not only to the parties, but also
to participatory movements. And this brought a new
dynamic. It is a dialectical relation between government
and social movements. The political axis was not only
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rooted in the party structure within the government, but
was also in constant dialogue, exchanging pressure and
cooperation with these mo vements . The miracle is that
he didn't screw it up. Economically it worked. So maybe
in the short term this is one of the possible models.
Somehow all these civil society movements should think
not j u st about organizing a big demonstration once a
year in Trafalgar square or wherever, but about engag
ing in a more active cooperati on . M a ybe this is wh at can
work. I don't h ave any better formulas here.
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Rage Cap ital and Risk 
Taking Revo lutionary
Changes
Does activism arise when people feel secure enough to take
political risks? For example 1 9 6 8, during a time of global
economic expansion. O r does it take place when people
are in severe pain or the rage capital is high enough? What
accounts for today's relative passivity in many industrial
ized countries: too little security and contentedness, or too
much?

SZ:

This is a very good question. But I ' m still a pes
simist. One thing that I don't believe is the simple
causality whereby people living in a really bad situation
end up by exploding. No, I think it's much more com
plicated. If you look at all successful revolutions, they
usually happen when power is already weakening. Let' s
take a great anti-communist uprising that occurred in
1 9 5 6 in H ungary. When Imre Nagy was prime minister,
liberalization was already taking place. Also, look at the
French Revolution. The king was already losing power
by I 7 8 5 and they overthrew him when they started to
perceive his position as unj ustified. Here the shift was
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purely ideological. Revolutions sometimes do happen,
maybe in times of chaos. But they usually happen when
there ' s neither a war nor chaos. Revolutions happen
under two conditions: in times of poverty, and when
j ustice breaks down. Yet the two are not necessarily
connected. Usually in order to realize that your situation
is unj ust, you must at least experience a certain ideo
logical freedom. Becau se the first step toward freedom
is to become aware of your situation - the situation of
inj u stice and unfairness.
Let' s look at how feminism started. The feminist
movement began not with an attempt to liberate women
but with women becoming aware that what they tra
ditionally experienced as a normal situation - being
limited to the family and serving their husbands - was
not a natural hierarchy but rather a violation of j ustice.
So under what conditions does the revolution occur ?
The first step in liberation is that you perceive that your
situation is unju st. This already is the inner freedom.
This is how we approach the revolutionary situation
- as in Egypt now. We have, as you know, all these
ideologies of development, globalization, and so on. In
the case of globalization, it is very dangerous in a way
for capitalism. Imagine an Indian farmer. When he was
starving there, totally isolated, why should he rebel?
Now he is in contact with the world, seeing what is hap
pening around the world, and he knows what economic
development looks like. Not only this, but the official
ideology of development - saying that we all should
have an equal opportunity - creates expectations. Even
in Egypt, if you look at it closely, the correct analysis
wasn't that Mubarak was an absol ute dictator. I spoke
with some people there and learned that there was a
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small group of people who were allowed to criticize the
regime a little bit, and some were not.
So, again, with regard to safety, I think, in order
to articulate your rage, you should feel minimally
safe. Because, if you don't have a feeling of minimal
safety, you will not risk showing your rage . This is the
way I see the strategy, which was very dirty, that the
Mubarak regime took a few days before the revolution.
They basically withdrew the police and stopped the
trains, because they wanted to create a totally insecure
environment - but of course it didn't work, because
people showed enough solidarity.
And it's a very typical process that all enemies of democ
racy, like the conservatives in the United States, focus on.
They often say that Egypt is approaching chaos. But,
here, things are much more paradoxical. Revolutionary
changes don't happen when things are at their worst.
Take North Korea, for example. What they need is a
minimal openness; people becoming aware of their situ
ation and then the government starting to compromise
a little bit. This is why they know they have to remain
isolated. Here I also agree with those American liberals
who claim that Reagan and Bush were the idiots who
kept Castro in power. I entirely believe the statements of
liberals who claim that when the United States was saying
" You all go to Cuba, it's a wonderful country, " hundreds
of thousands of Americans, o ut of curiosity, went to
Cuba, so then either Castro would have had to stop this,
or it would have all exploded . So this is why, as Herbert
Marcuse of the Frankfurt School once put it very nicely in
his essay on liberation, " freedom is the condition of lib
eration . " In order to liberate yourself, you must be free.
Even in revolution, it goes the same way.
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Cafe Revolution

If we could presuppose the minimal safety and freedom,
what should the leftist revolution aim for?

SZ:

Again, this is a very good question. I think that we
leftists shouldn't simply believe in chaos. We shouldn't
say - you know, all this horrible leftist strategy " the worse it is or the more chaotic it is, the better it
is. " The problem is that when the situation is totally
desperate, especially in a situati on where you don't
have to organize opposition, it' s much more probable
that some dictator or new authoritarian figure will
emerge.
You probably didn't experience the war, but I did. I
can tell you that it' s not nice at all to live in that kind of
situation. It' s nice to go on a demonstration and then go
and sit in a cafeteria and discuss the demonstration and
so on. To see the public order disintegrate is not a nice
thing. This is why I think that, if you want revolution,
you should be a part of law and order. There' s nothing
dishonorable about people wanting basic security. My
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god, I like to feel safe . Horrible things happen if you
don't have this basic law and order.
So again, I claim, things are not as dangerous as we
may think. And people believe that the police are usu
ally much more efficient and aligned in authoritarian
countries. But this is the myth of strong authoritarian
countries. " OK, you don't have freedom, but at least
there 's order and the police provide security . " No, it' s
not like that! This i s why I like to read the history books
about everyday life under Stalinism. Beneath the surface,
it was extremely violent and chaotic. When somebody
beat you, you couldn't do anything. This is a paradox. If
you were raped, for example, under Stalinism, and you
went to the police station, you know what they would
tell you ? " Sorry, we cannot take your case. Because we
have to report that there is less and less crime in the
statistics. I f we take cases like yours, it would ruin our
statistics. " They were simply corrupted .
I never much liked the 1 9 6os, but when I spoke with
my friends in France, they used to say that the most
beauti ful moment in May ' 6 8 was when you came in a
car from the suburbs, parked it to the north of Notre
D ame Cathedral, and walked across the river; then
you demonstrated, sometimes burning some cars, but
not caring because it's not your car, and then, in the
evening, you went north and sat in the cafe, and debated
over coffee. D oesn't this sound interesting ?
I f there is a lesson from so-called postmodern, post
' 6 8 capitalism, it's that the regulatory role of the state
is getting stronger. This was the po int of my fight with
Simon Critchley. I think it's too easy to say that state
power is corrupted, so let' s withdraw into this role of
ethical critic of power, etc .
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But here I'm almost a conservative Hegelian. How
many things have to function in order for something
to be done ? Laws, manners, rules: these are what make
us feel truly free. I don't think that people are aware of
this fact. That was the hypocrisy of many leftists there :
their target was the whole structure of the state appara
tus of power. But we still need to count on all the state
apparatu s functioning.
So my vision is not some utopian community without a
state. We can call it the state or whatever, but more than
ever what we actually need are certain organisms of social
power and its distribution. Today's world is so complex.
I f you want to build a company today, you have to be
very deeply entwined with the state apparatus - more
and more so. This is why I was always deeply distrustfu l
of those libertarian socialists who claim: "We j ust want
local communal organization. " I don't believe in that. I
always try to enumerate how many things have to func
tion at a state level so that they could do their so-called
" local self-management or communal organization. "
I think that the left should drop this model of imme
diate transparent democracy. It cannot be globalized in
order to function. It needs a very strong state apparatus,
which regulates things. If not, things will happen, as you
can see today, j ust like capitalism which is getting so
chaotic, especially in the third world.
What fascinates me, therefore, is the idea that we the
left should now take over this ideology: "We are the
true law and order. We are the true morality. " I very
much like this idea of the left taking this position. And
my position is that we have to engage wherever we can
and do whatever is possible. And all this is what I think
we miss in today's left.

20

To B egin From the
B eginning

What does it mean to be the moral majority and to rep
resent law and order? What then is today's left missing?
What will be the moral obligation of the left today?

SZ: Well, concerning civility or public morality, you
can now see what' s happening in art. For any art exhi
bition in London, for example, to be effective, it must
do something disgusting: show some dead fish or the
excrement of cows. At one exhibition, my god, they
showed a video of a colonoscopy. Today, more and
more, the cultural-economic apparatus itself has to
incite stronger and more shocking effects and prod
ucts. These are the recent trends in arts. But the thing
is that transgressive excess is losing its shock value. I
don ' t think these transgressive things shock people any
more. They have become, to such an extent, part of
the system - the operation of today's capitalism. The
apparent radicality of some postmodern trends should
not deceive us here. So the transgressive model should
no longer be o ur model.
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There was a famous scandal in New York almost 1 0
years ago - a notorious scandal concerning the exhibi
tion " Andres Serrano: Works 1 9 8 3 -9 3 " at the New
Museum of Contemporary Art. Many people find his
work " Piss Christ, " which depicts a crucifix immersed
in urine, subversive. But why is this subversive ? No ! I
tried to oppose him. Then he told me that, in this way,
he could undermine our standard notion of decency. But
I told him " OK, but what' s the point? I can film myself
shitting in a disgusting way. Then people wo uld say
this is subversive. Mr. Zizek started to problematize the
notion of disgust! " But why should I problematize this ?
Some things are simply disgusting. I don't think this i s
a bo urgeois plot o r the proletarian reappropriation of
high culture, or whatever.
Again, maybe this is one of the solutions that I'm
playing with : the left should get rid of this idea of saying
that we must be subversive and go beyond good and
evil. No ! We have to take over some motives of the so
called moral majority. I think the greatest triumph of
the ruling ideology has been to keep this moral majority
on their side and to present the left as crazy people who
think only about having sex with animals and all this
dirty stuff. I think, really, the left hasn't yet reached the
zero level of cri sis.
H ere I agree with my friend Alain Badiou, who once
said: " We must begin again, " quoting Lenin from his
short text, " On Ascending a High Mo untain. " Lenin's
conclusion - " to begin from the beginning over and over
again" - makes it clear that we should drop the conti
nuity with the twentieth-century left. It had its glorious
moment, but that story is over. This, exactly, is where
we are today, after what Badiou called the " obscure
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disaster " of 1 9 8 9 , the definitive end of the epoch which
began with the Octo ber Revol ution.
Even with Western social democracy, for example:
what is wrong with it as long as it work s ? Let' s take
Scandinavian countries . We can be critical of them. I
know all those stories about Sweden being really racist
and coll a borating with the Nazis, etc . , etc . But, let me
be very naive: i n the h istory of h u m an i ty, I don't think
there have ever been , at any stage, so many people living
such a relatively safe and comfortable life . So when
Western European social democracy is still successful,
what is so bad about this ? N othing. But the point is
that, unfortunately, because of eco nomic necessities,
this social democratic system is approaching its end. It
cannot work in th at way.
There is, radically, a new level of capitalism where
everything changes . For example, take personal moral
ity . This is my big pro blem with m y old friend Judith
Butler. My problem with post-feminists is that, for them,
the enemy is still patriarchal identity politics. But, as I
tell them all the time, this is no lo nger the ruling ideology
today. The ruling ideol ogy tod ay is basically something
l ike a vague hedonism with a Buddhist touch. " Real ize
yourself! Experiment! Be satisfied ! Do what you want
with your life. " It's a kind of general ized hedonism. So
what Jud ith Butler is preaching is a s u bversive model :
"No fixed identity. Reconstruct yourself. " But this, I
claim, is not the ruling ideol ogy tod ay. Conservati ves
are j ust a reaction to th is. The basic model is this one:
there is no longer a fi xed identity.
You see what I mea n ? We really have to rethink it all.
Everything should be retho ught, one should begin from
the zero point. The left is not yet aware of what 1 9 90
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meant. It was that all models - the communist state
model, the social democratic model, also this immedi
ate democracy model - have failed. So, we should really
start to think again.
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The Fear of Real L ove

What should the left take as a warning from this failure?
What will we learn from this failed revolution?

SZ:

Let me quote Badiou here . I think this might amuse
you. Now, even sex, in the sense of intensively falling in
love, is going out of fashion. What is fashionable now
are one-night-stands, as shown by all these slogans:
" D on't take bonds too seriously. You must creatively
try homosexuality and heterosexuality. Be open. Don't
fix yourself. " Alain Badiou drew my attention to some
thing. H e found a wonderful French adverti sement for
an internet dating site and matrimonial agency, which
promised: "We will enable you to be in love without
falling in love ! " It works both in French and English
with the word " fall " which, in French, is " tomber. "
The idea of falling in love is considered to be something
terrible. Let' s admit it. You have a good, normal life .
Everything is perfect. B u t when y o u fall in love - I mean
in a true meaning of love - you will be shocked. Falling
in love is really j ust too traumatic. Because your life will
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be totally ruined. We are too narcissistic to risk any kind
of accidental trip or fall. Even into love.
Well, thi s is such a narcissistic economy that you
must have a marital agency. It is somehow a nice idea,
but nonetheless here we are basically in a way return
ing to the pre-modern tradition of arranged marriages
or dates. Only instead of parents and relatives, it's the
agency that takes on this role. You know why ? Because
we are afraid of exposing ourselves. We do not fall in
love. Rather, we look out for better characteristics and
economic backgrounds. But it' s incredible to see how
this actually works. And did you notice, in our narcis
sistic era, how love or fanatical sexual engagements are
themselves becoming transgressive ?
I am tempted to link this to another example that
really worries me . Something weird is going on in
Hollywood. It' s a small symptom, but I think it's
dangerous. Did you know that the James Bond film
Quantum of Solace - it' s relatively leftist as James Bond
saves the Morales regime in Bolivia - was the first Bond
film where Bond didn't have sex with the Bond Girl ? In
all the earlier movies, this happened. This was always
the standard ending. James Bond equ als " sex in the
end . "
You can say this is only one example o f thi s asexual
character. Then did you see the D an Brown horror
movie Angels and Demons ? In the novel, there is sex
between Robert Langdon and Vittoria Vetra. But in
the film version, there is no sex. It used to be the other
way around. H ollywood inserted the sex. What is going
on? Then, take one of the worst novels of all time, Lost
Symbol. No sex at all - there is not even erotic tension
there, nothing. I frankly think that, i n the West, we are
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developing into such a narcissistic culture; we want to
be cocooned and safe, and even passionate sex, giving
yourself to others, is becoming sex without love - sex
is good but in moderation, you know. This reminds me
of an explanation that I often use . It' s somehow comi
cal. The prod ucts we buy in the market have had their
damaging ingredient removed: coffee without caffeine,
alcohol-free beer, cigarettes without nicotine, even sex
without sex. I like this paradox. It illustrates nicely what
Freud already said about the paradoxes of the pleasure
principle . You see, any form of passionate attachment
is seen as a threat in our narcissistic, solipsistic, and
individualistic culture.
Everyone knows love is the greatest thing, but, at
the same time, it is the most horri ble thing. Can you
imagine yourself living a nice life and meeting with
friends and having one-night-stands, but all of sudden,
you fall passionately in love ? It' s horrible . It ruins your
whole life. We are afraid of that. But - how can I put
thi s ? - we should return, I clai m ! When Laura Kipnis,
an American writer who wrote Against Love, said that
love is the last form of oppression, I told her: " N o ! This
is today's ideology. " Even love, passionate love, is too
dangerous.
And it is no wonder that the Catholics are thriving.
Because this is the message of the Catholic church:
" D on't be too much in love . If you are in love with a
girl, marry her. Because then you will see how she is in
private, and if you spend all yo ur time together, passion
will fade, as usual, and when you need passion you can
j ust go to a prostitute from time to time . " My God, you
see what a crazy world we live in. There is, on the one
hand, more and more obsession with absolute safety,
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but, at the same time, there is, even within our society,
more and more violence in all forms.
This is what I find problematic with so-called politi
cal correctness. How practically everything you do can
be misread. For example, it has actually happened to
me in the United States. I looked a woman in the eye
and was accused of visual rape . I used a dirty word
and was accused of verbal rape. Practically everything
you do can be interpreted as aggression. We perceive
any excessive proximity of other people to be violence .
What fascinates me is how, on the one hand, you have
explosive forms of violence, but at the same time this
extremely protective attitude, even, "Just don't come
too close to me. " I think the discourse of political cor
rectness hides extreme violence. And it is also related to
the matter of tolerance . Isn't it interesting that this also
fits in with the old Judea- Christian cliche, the fact that
we are afraid of being too close to other peopl e ?
I even find this obsession with smoking su spicious. I
don' t smoke; I am opposed to it, but I find it a l ittle bit
suspicious. D id you notice how the same people who
are opposed to smoking are often in favor of the legali
zation of drugs ? Why ? Because it is fashionabl e ? But
wait a minute . Drugs are probably rather more danger
ous than cigarettes. All I'm saying is that this campaign
against smoking is another sign of the narcissistic econ
omy. Especially this obsession with passive smoking,
which says: " You smoke ? Oh, you are killing me. " It is
total narcissism. And it is j ust some crazy theory, which
is wrong. What scientists are telling us is that passive
smoking can be more dangerous than active smoking. I
think today that the disco urse of victimization is almost
the predominant discourse when it says that everyone
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can be a victim of smoking or sexual harassment. Today
we have an extremely narcissistic notion of personality.
So this all adds up, I think, to an absol utely narcis
si stic economy. We can have sex, but not love, and
no passionate attachment, and we need to keep an
appropriate distance, and so on. We are really like the
Roman Empire in the third-fourth century, when it was
in decline. Thi s is a very sad thing. This is why I like
to quote the famous lines of a poem by William Butler
Yeats, who was right in his diagnosis of the twentieth
century. In his poem The Second Coming, he wrote :
" The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere I
the ceremony of innocence is drowned; I the best lack
all conviction, while the worst I are full of passionate
intensity . " Is this not a good description of today's split
between anemic liberals and impassionate fundamental
ists ? Where do you find passion today in politics ? Even
though the so-called Christian or Muslim fundamental
ist is a disgrace to true fundamentalism, we can only
find this passion with fundamentalists. The best are no
longer able to fully engage themselves, while the worst
engage in racist or religious fanaticism. This is what
makes me sad.
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Dialectic of Liberal
Sup eriority

For another example of passion in political engagement
and commitment, unlike the one of fundamentalists, I'm
thinking of people like Anna Politkovskaya, a Russian
journalist, who was assassinated. She was the one who
took enormous risks to uncover the hidden stories of war
in Chechnya and who opposed the Russian President,
Vladimir Putin. Do you think that courage is contagious?
That many can be moved by the courage of Politkovskaya,
for example? What role might such contagious courage
play in social change, including revolution? Is there a
source of some kind of seriousness or guidance - as we
might see in Simone Wei/ or others?

SZ:

First of all, I am against Putin. I don't think that
things are as clear as that. O f course it's horrible what
they did to Mikhail K hodorkovsky, but he was no angel.
You can' t become the richest man in Russia by being a
humanist. Although I am intrigued by this person. I
believe that Khodorkovsky tried to do better because he
was probably intelligent, and he got the idea that if you
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organize it better for workers in the long term, it func
tions. Even the case of Alexander Litvinenko . I t was of
course horrible what the Russians did, but he wasn't
j u st a good, honest guy. There were different struggles
and scandals on finding radioactivity on a fax machine,
and poison, etc. O therwise, I totally sympathize with
Politkovskaya; I think all this has to come out.
But what I don't like is that you often find an aspect
of satisfaction in saying: " O h, poor Russia. But we
know . . . . " I always find it suspicious that, when you
sympathize with freedom fighters in other countries,
the conclusion is usually like this: " Look at those poor
guys, but with us everything is okay. " If you take Stieg
Larsson seriously, yo u can see strange things are also
happening in our own countries.
So you don't even have to take enormous risks like
Politkovskaya. From my experience of j ust a normal
academic life - I don't know how it is in Sweden, but I
can tell you about the United States and here in Slovenia
- there is so much conformism, back-stabbing, and plot
ting going on. What I'm saying is that if you are worried
about honesty and want to fight for something big,
don't look for fights out there; you have enough fights
and struggles here. I, of course, support them, but I j ust
don't like this liberal superiority.
I also find this myth that the Putin regime is harsh but
effective to be problematic. It is simply not true. He's
j ust the voice of the maj ority of the oligarchs. His class
bases are still oligarchic. As we all know, in the financial
crisis, the state used its enormous reserves to help the
oligarchs much more than ordinary people who were in
trouble.
So, again, I totally rej ect the Putin propaganda that
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says: " OK, he may be a little harsh but that is the only
way in Russia to prevent oligarchs from taking power
over the people . " No ! In every crisis, he let the ordinary
people suffer to the end . This is why I don't want to visit
Russia now. Because I visited Russia six years ago, but
then I discovered that those who invited me were people
who are close to Putin and they tried to appropriate me.
So now I would prefer to visit other gro ups in Russia
and I don't want to be seen there as part of the Putin
circle.
It was the same in China when I visited Shanghai . It
was a wonderful scandal. I like it. I basically provoked
them: my translator there was an old lady. She was
an old, dignified lady, and when I started to speak,
illustrating the o bscenity of ideology, she was so embar
rassed that she stopped translating and almost lost
consciousness. But she gave me a nice answer. She was
nonetheless funny. In the end, I learned that she also
translated for Clinton when he visited China on some
business trips after his presidential term. So I asked her:
" How do you compare Clinton to me ? " She gave me a
wonderful answer. Everyone laughed and applauded.
She said: " Yo u talk a lot about sex, but Clinton does it. "
It was a wonderful answer.
It was also very funny when a sexually liberated
young girl told me how penetration is oppressed, but
the girls want to be fucked, want to be penetrated, etc.
I told them: "It' s very strange . If this were in the United
States, you would have been accused of being phal
locentric. " But nonetheless I am so interested in China
because there is a certain degree of artistic freedom. It
is incredible how many unwritten rules they have about
what you can say and what you really cannot say. I ask
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them how it was with Mao Zedong. They said with
D eng Xiaoping' s j udgment: " 7 0 percent good, 3 0 per
cent bad. " Then I told them, " OK, I am allowed to wri te
a book called 3 0 percent. We know what was good, so
now let's talk a little bit about what was bad . " They
told me : " Of co urse not. We can't! "
For example, there was the traumatic period in the
late 1 9 s os: the Great Leap Forward . How many people
died then ? Mao caused the greatest famine in history
by exporting food in order to buy nuclear weapons.
Somewhere between 3 6 and 3 8 million people starved
and were slave-driven to death at that time. Even worse,
the Mao government knew exactly what was going on.
This is instrumental attitude at its most radical. It was
a mega-tragedy. But people are not allowed to read or
talk about this, and it is very interesting that a book
about it is prohibited in China but was published in
H ong Kong. And whenever they talk about it in public,
they are not attacked as being a traitor, but are simply
ignored. Nothi ng happens. This is a typical Chinese
solution. I don't like that model.
This is how things are going: you j ust mention certain
things, but you are not allowed to go into details. For
them, here is a good formulation of Lacan: the pervert
is the instrument of the other' s desire. They are pre
cisely the " perverts, " I would say. They always have
the answers: never the questions, only the answers.
They are not a danger but an annoyance. They pre
tend to have the answers, but totally witho ut anything
substanti al.
But we need to deal with our heritage. I don't like
the left that has the attitude: " Yes, Stalinism was bad .
But look at the horrors of colonialism ! " Here I am
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very critical of Adorno and Horkheimer in Dialectic of
Enlightenment. They are an extreme example. The task
is still ahead. With all the horrors of the twentieth cen
tury, the liberals' account is insufficient. It remains for
the left to explain this.
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The Day After

Let us talk about hope. You mentioned the revolutionary
changes of our time. What action/movement gives you the
most hope? Can you see any seedling or example of revolu
tionary change? Can you give us an example of that?

SZ:

The problem is that hope and horror are always
intermingled. What is happening in these days in Egypt
and other Arab countries is, of course, hopeful. Almost
everyone in postmodern times thinks nothing can
happen. But it has been so nicely falsified. It did happen:
a very traditional uprising without any religious refer
ences, but j ust calling for h uman dignity and secular
demands. It' s a wonderful event. And it's a real event.
What I mean by a " real event " is that it' s not j ust a
smooth transition. We are living in this moment of
uncertainty and you don't know who is in power, and
this, of course, shows that there is hope . Hope simply
means an open moment when you don't know who is in
power, and then the regime falls apart.
But the problem is that, in these situations, there
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is hope and, at the same time, there are confusing
times where you end up with an even worse regime
than before. In Germany, for example, there was
hope among the strong lefti sts in the early 1 9 20s, but
then they got Hitler. In Iran, it was the same. People
were originally hopeful about the Khomeini revolu
tion. It was also an emancipatory explosion. But after
two years of hard internal fighting, all the leftists
had been wiped out and today they have Mahmoud
Ahmadinej ad. Now the struggle is still going on, and
this for me is the true hope. For example, do you
remember the big demonstration against Ahmadinej ad
organized by Mir Hossein Mousavi, who should have
won the presidential election ? This is clear proof that
the Islamists didn't really win in Iran. The struggle
is still going on, and there is tremendous resistance.
My point is that there's still a lot of hope, but hope is
always mixed with danger. The situation is so complex.
I simply don't see any political movement about which
I would say, I'm for it or not.
Take Latin America . It started well, and then it got
lost. This makes me sad because what I really care about
is not those big enthusiastic moments like now in Egypt.
I'm much more of a realist here . What interests me is the
day after. That is to say: out of this enthusiastic moment
that makes us feel free, how will this be translated into
a new institutional order ? What will this order be ? Will
it be simply a Western liberal democracy ? Or will it be
some kind of Islamic fundamentalist regime ? Or will it
be something n ew ? I mean this is a real hope for me: that
something will emerge out of these popular revolts that
is neither j ust a corrupt Western democracy - which
j ust means liberal elites who ignore the crowds - nor
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an Islamist hardline fundamentalist regime. I think thi s
possibility means real hope.
But true hope rises from what we can't even learn
in the medi a. I don't know how much it i s reported
in your country, but, for example, are you aware of
what is going on in Indi a ? Almost one million Naxalite
Maoists there have been mounting maj or rebellions.
H orrible things have been happening back in the j ungles
of central India. They're discovering new minerals, and
are j ust killing the tribes in an extremely brutal way to
make it free to industrialize . The Indian prime minister
characterized this rebellion as the " single largest inter
nal security threat, " and furthermore, the main media,
which present it as extremist resistance to progress, are
full of stories about " red terrorism. " Nonetheless, as
Arundhati Roy wrote in Outlook India magazine, the
Maoist guerrilla army consists of j ust poor and desper
ate tri bal people, who have been mercilessly exploited,
raped, and cheated by moneylenders, fighting only for
survival. Their situation is precisely that of H egel' s
rabble: the Naxalite rebels i n India are a starving tri bal
people, to whom the minimum of a dignified life is
denied.
Yet India is considered one of the largest democratic
countries. People always oppose India to China. China
is a totalitarian society, which is bad, and India is the
biggest democracy in the world . Did you see that stupid
film Slumdog Millionaire ? You remember the beginning
where the small guy, not a thief at all, was accused and
they tortured him with electricity ? When I was in India,
I asked my friends whether it is still done like this. Then
they sai d : " Yes, it is totally normal . Every police station
has machinery to torture using an electric shock. And
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it's done regularly to everyone. They j ust use it all the
time. " He told me that, in India, the critics of those in
power employ irony: " Please at least treat us like the
Chinese treat the Tibetans where they torture you only
if they suspected you of having links with the D alai
Lama's politics. " They don't torture ordinary small
thieves. But, in India, they torture everyone.
So, again, I now see signs of hope there, yet the media
ignore them. They are presente d only as Maoist or ter
rorists and so on. But what the army is doing in India
is horrible. They treat them like Americans in the nine
teenth century treated the Native Indians. It's extreme
brutality. They say, "We will civilize the region, " but
it means that the army rape the women and burn the
houses. This is the tragedy today. Yet, hope is always
connected with danger, potential chaos.
And this is a tough decision to make. Because it is
clear apropos of Egypt. Western liberals, those who
are in power, are, I think, too opportunistic. They say
" No " to any better choice or any change, because every
change is dangerous. I think we have to take a chance. I
think precisely because of this attitude - " No changes in
Arab countri es. It's better to have dictators and tyrants
who are friendly to us" - that they will experience
stronger and stronger uprisings. This is why I quoted
the old motto of Mao Zedong in my article on Egypt,
"Why fear the Arab revolutionary spirit? " published in
the Guardian: " There is great chaos under heaven - the
situation is excellent. " This is the price you have to pay
for the risk . If you say " No " to change, it can be chaos
and nothing will change, so the situation will j ust get
more and more explosive .
This again is the danger: to know how to walk this
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hazardous narrow path where there is great danger but,
at the same time, there is hope . True hope for me only
exists where there is danger. Walter Benj amin already
said: " Every rise of fascism bears witness to a failed
revolution. " His old thesis not only still holds today, but
is perhaps more pertinent than ever. So history brings
situations, which are hopeful and dangerous, and it's up
to us what to do.
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The Universality of
Political Miracles

What, then, do you see as a sign of tragedy, rather than of
hope? And speaking of a crucial moment in Arab countries,
can Egypt's revolt lead to a new political reality?

SZ:

What I find so tragic in Western Europe today is
the fact that the only passionate political agent, more
or less, is predominantly the right-wing anti-immigrant
populi st, who brings the voice of popular discontent
and change . The only passion is there. This is a very
tragic situation. So I'm a pessimist for Europe.
Nonetheless Europe historically presented something
nice. For me, moments of hope are always moments of
universality. Do you know how often we talk about a
multicultural culture, where we are suspicious about
universalism ? People often say that we are j ust too
naive, and we all live in our own cultures, and there is
no such thing as universality. But listen ! What affected
me tremendously, not only looking at the general
picture of T ahrir Square but also listening to the inter
views of protestors and participants, is how cheap and
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irrelevant this talk about multiculturalism becomes.
There we all were fighting against tyrants; they wanted
dignity and freedom and immediately found solidarity
with each other. Here we already find universality. We
have absolutely no problem identifying with them . That
was the wonder of this revolution. And this is how we
build universal solidarity. It' s a struggle for freedom,
and freedom is universal.
I think the greatest tri umph is this: when some
Muslim brotherhood members were interviewed by the
media, they honestly said, first, that this was not their
revolution, but they j ust support it, and, second, that
the goal was democracy, freedom, economic j ustice, and
so on. Isn't it nice that even the fundamentalist politi
cal agents had to adopt this langu age - the language of
secular demands for democracy ?
This is the opposite of Iran. In Iran, the Khomeini
revolution is basically more religious. Leftist Marxists
had to smuggle themselves in talking an I slamic lan
guage. Here i s the opposite. In Egypt, Islamics have to
talk using a secular language. This is a wonderful event.
I mean nobody believed that they could raise Arab
crowds on purely secular grounds. Everybody tho ught:
" Oh, maybe some elite liberals have to come. Arabs are
too stupid and too conservative so whatever they need
is religion. " No ! they did it. Even if it turns out to be a
fiasco, this is hope.
H ere I'm tempted to quote Emmanuel Kant' s notion
of the sublime. Kant interpreted the French Revolution
as a sign that pointed toward the possibility of freedom.
I n spite of all the horror that goes on there, events like
the French Revolution give you hope - that there' s some
kind of universal tendency to freedom and progress.
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K ant concluded with the fact that, although progress
cannot be proven, we can discern signs indicating that
progress is possible . This is what an event like thi s
means. One should note here that the French Revolution
generated enthusiasm not only in Europe, but also in
faraway places like Haiti, where it triggered another
world-historical event. The hitherto unthinkable hap
pened: a whole people fearlessly asserted their freedom
and equality. I think we should remain faithful to them .
D o these words not also fit perfectly the ongoing
Egyptian uprising ? The French Revolution was, for
K ant, a sign of history in the triple sense of signum
rememorativum, demonstrativum, prognosticum. The
Egyptian uprising is also a sign in which the memory
of the long past of authoritarian oppression and the
struggle for its abolition reverberates; an event which
now demonstrates the possibility of a change; a hope
for future achievements. Whatever our doubts, fears,
and compromises, in that instant of enthusiasm, each of
us was free and participating in the universal freedom
of humanity. All the skepticism displayed behind closed
doors, even by many worried progressives, was proven
wrong. And also we sho uld be realists. But nonetheless,
we should be open to a kind of miracle. Things like this
are miracles. I don't mean in religious terms. I mean
miracles in the sense that things like this always explode
against the predictions of all the specialists, who are
always wrong.
Well, I'm old enough to remember the Khomeini rev
olution. I remember a British general, Sir John Hackett,
wrote a book, The Third World War: The Untold Story,
three or four years before the Khomeini revolution in
1 9 8 0 , depicting the new world conflict. In Slovenia we
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all laughed at it. Because the decisive battlefield between
East and West was supposed to take place 20 kilometers
northeast of Lj ublj ana. But what's interesting is the pre
supposition o f that book. It says that there will be chaos
in the Middle East, and the only American ally that i s
totally faithful is Iran . Y o u know, it was such a shock
for everyone in Iran. Nobody expected it in Iran. They
all thought that there could be chaos in Egypt, but not
in Iran .
This is exactly what is happening in Tunisia today.
Everybody thought there could be chaos here and there,
but not in Tunisia - it is the country where tourism is
doing well and everything works peacefully. People even
described Tunisia as the co untry, by definition, where
nothing happened. But now we have a revolution there .
So I think we should be open to this miraculous aspect:
again, not a miraculous thing in the sense of God or
religion, but a miraculous event in the sense that some
thing can emerge out of nowhere . We cannot predict
anything. Political miracles give me hope.
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Messianism, Multitude,
and Wishful Thinking

It is o bvious that events - political miracles as you call
them - are taking place, but who will make these political
miracles happen, not in the sense of populist demonstra
tions or uprisings but, rather, a change of political structure
and economic systems? Can the "Multitude, " according to
Negri and Hardt, be the way forward, or at least an alter
native -despite the crucial critiques of the actual possibility
of its holding on to political power?

SZ:

No, not the multitude. Negri and Hardt basically
use this term almost in a religious sense - I've been
having a long philosophical debate with them about
this. The problem with multitude is that it mobilizes
a certain philosophical topic, such as the difference
between presence and representation. The idea of mul
titude is the presence of absolute democracy and it is
always against political representation. And then, the
goal is to achieve some kind of immediately transparent
democracy. I don't think this works.
I'm not against representation. As Claude Lefort
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and others have amply demonstrated, democracy i s
never simply representative in the sense of adequately
representing (expressing) a pre-existing set of inter
ests, opinions, etc., since these interests and opinions
are constituted only through such representation. Yet
global capitalism today can no longer be combined with
democratic representation. Hardt and Negri aim at pro
viding a solution to this predicament in Empire, as well
as its follow-up, Multitude. I don't think this dream of
getting rid of all forms of representation and arriving at
some kind of immediate transparency, so called " abso
lute democracy " - " the rule of everyone by everyone, a
democracy without qualifiers, without ifs or buts " - will
work . I think Negri and Hardt' s intention is to repeat
Marx.
All I can tell you is that the Marxist dream of there
being one big agent of social change is illusory, j ust like
the traditional Marxist answer to those who fought for
the rights of women, ecology, or racism. Can't you see
that all these depend on capitalism ? I still think that
capitalism is the key problem. But nonetheless I don't
think that we have one agent, as it was historically
predestined to be. As Hegel already knew, " a bsolute
democracy" could only actualize itself in the guise of
its " oppositional determination, " as terror. So this kind
of mirror image of a reliance on Marx is their political
deadlock. So, when Naomi Klein writes, " D ecentralizing
power doesn't mean abandoning strong national and
international standards - and stable, equitable funding
- for health care, education, affordable housing and
environmental protection. But it does mean that the
mantra of the left needs to change from 'increase fund
ing' to ' empower the grassroots ' , " one should ask the
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naive question: How? How are these strong standards
and funding - in short, the main ingredients of the wel
fare state - to be maintained ? What would " multitude
in power" (not only as resi stance ) be ? How would it
functio n ?
Again, the agents of change are, as I describe them,
somewhat related to my idea of different proletarian
positions. It means those people who are deprived of
their substance, like ecological victims, psychological
victims, and, especially, excluded victims of racism, and
so on. It is effectively surprising how many features of
slum-dwellers fit the good old Marxist determination
of the proletarian revolutionary subj ect: they are " free "
i n the double meaning of the word even more than the
classic proletariat ( " freed " from all substantial ties,
dwelling in a free space, outside the police regulations
of the state ) ; and they are a large collective, forcibly
thrown together, " thrown " into a situation where they
have to invent some mode of being together, and simul
taneously deprived of any support in traditional ways of
life, in inherited religious or ethnic life-forms.
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Politicization of Favelas

Speaking of proletarian positions, added to the failure of
multitude as an agent for change, it is not easy to cap
ture the image of this term. An instant reactive image to
this ambiguity might be slum-dwellers. How would you
illustrate it? How do you think this abstract notion could
involve the revolutionary potential? Or, as you once put it,
was it a purely contingent drift, something which simply
emerged "because, among all these possibilities, there was
the possibility to emerge " (as Varela put it), or can we risk
a more precise evolutionary account of its prehistory?

SZ: My big hope is what happens in slums. I spoke
with my Brazilian friends who told me how the gov
ernment is playing dirty at this point. Of course what
predominates in slums is an inner mafia - gangsters or
religious sects, etc. But, from time to time, various kinds
of new social rebel, less progressive, start to organize
themselves. At least in Brazil, do you know what, as
they told me, always happens at that point ? All of a
sudden drugs become available . The police conscio usly
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allow drug-related crime, and this criminal activity puts
political awareness on the back burner. It' s a very dirty
game. After every political mobilization in the slums,
drugs are available. But it's those in power who do it.
Do you remember the coup d'etat against Solidarnosc
in Poland ? And again in Poland, after Woj ciech
Jaruzelski' s coup d'etat in r 9 8 o ? All of a sudden, drugs
were readily available, together with pornography, alco
hol, and Eastern Wisdom manuals, in order to ruin the
self-organized civil society. My friends from Poland
told me it wasn't just communist repression. After the
coup, communists allowed something very primitive but
effective to happen. Of course they oppressed political
activity, but at the same time it was very easy to get
hold of drugs and pornography. They even supported
Buddhist transcendental meditation. All this was j ust
to distract yo unger generations from political activity.
Religion, drugs, and sex are good j ust to depoliticize.
This is why Badiou is right in denying to the enthu
siastic events of the collapse of the communist regimes
the status of an Event. This way, one can continue to
dream that revolution is round the corner: all we need
is authentic leadership, which would be able to organize
the workers' revolutionary potentials. If one is to believe
them, Solidarnosc was originally a worker' s democratic
socialist movement, later " betraye d " by its leadership,
which was corrupted by the Church and the CIA. There
is, of course, an element of truth in this approach: the
ultimate irony of the disintegration of communism was
that the leaders revolt.
So maybe there is potential in the slums. Mike Davis
may well be correct when he argues that " there's a con
sensus, both on the left and the right, that it's the slum
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peripheries of poor Third World cities that have become
a decisive geopolitical space . " This wo uld be, for me,
a true miracle: politicization of the slums. Y au know
why ? Slums are interesting because people are thrown
into them without any regard to ethnic division or given
unity. People there are usually from mixed levels of life .
Also the only way to u nite them would have been a more
political one and I think this is why I still have some
sympathy for Hugo Chavez. In spite of all the stupid
things he did, he was the first one who really included
people from slums, like (ave/as, in political-social life.
Even in Brazil they want other countries to help them
in a humanitarian way, but this isn't humanitarian help,
because one doesn' t politically mobilize them. I'm not
talking here as a naive revolutionary, but rather as a
kind of conservative, because, I claim, if we don't do
this, then we come closer and closer to a kind of perma
nent emergency state, where parts of society in the slums
will be invisible and there will be a kind of low-level
civil war.
Like in France where, you remember, there were
car-burning rebels in Paris about three years ago . This
I think is a model of today' s form of revolt: a bad one.
It was a very mysterious thing. It wasn't some conserva
tive Islamist movement, and it didn't have any ideology.
The first thing young people in the suburbs burned were
their own mosques and cultural centers. It was a kind of
pure protest without a program. It was, quoting Roman
Jakobson in linguistics, the notion of " phatic communi
cation . " The goal is not to pass information but j ust to
signal, "Hi, I'm here . " The point is j ust to tell you this.
There was no positive message of wanting more j ustice
or dignity. It was a big explosion of violence . But the
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message was, basically, "Hi, we are here. " It is a danger
ous situation when yo ung people j ust have this abstract

discontent.
Bernard-Henri Levy, a guy whom I don't like much,
told me that Sarkozy, at that time Interior Minister, sent
not only police but also social workers to the site, and
he even organized Muslim priests to go to these young
people and ask them "What do you want? " And they
didn't get an answer - they didn't express any demands,
j ust an abstract discontent and pure explosion. Isn't this
a set sign of Western European societies ? That you get
this kind of pure explosion of violence, which cannot
even formulate a minimal utopian program. Here,
again, this is a dangerous moment.
So the principal task of the twenty-first century is to
politicize and discipline - the " de structured masses "
of slum-dwellers. Today' s historical situation does not
compel us to drop the notion of the proletariat, of the
proletarian position; on the contrary, it compels us to
radicalize it to an existential level well beyond Marx' s
imagination. We need a more radical notion o f the
proletarian subj ect, a subj ect reduced to the evanescent
point of the Cartesian cogito, deprived of its su bstantial
content. For this reason, the new emancipatory politics
will no longer be the act of a particular social agent,
but an explosive combination of different agents. The
ethico-political challenge is to recognize ourselves in
this figure - in a way, we are all excluded, from nature
as well as from o ur symbolic substance . Today, we are
all potentially a Homo Sacer, and the only way to stop
actually becoming one is to act preventively.
So what we find in " really existing slums" is, of
course, a m ixture of improvised modes of social life,
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from religious " fundamentalist" groups held together
by a charismatic leader and criminal gangs up to seeds
of a new " socialist" solidarity. The slum-dwellers are
the counter-class to the other newly emerging class, the
so-called " symbolic class " ( managers, j o urnalists, and
PR people, academics, artists, etc . ) . What we should be
looking for are signs of new forms of social awareness
that will emerge from the sl um collectives: they will be
the seeds of the future.
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B olivarianism, the
Populist Temptation

You mentioned Chavez and slums of fa ve l a s famous for
having the highest crime rates in the world. What went
wrong there? The "Bolivarian Revolution" seemed so
promising, with Chavez's participatory ideas concerning
oil money and the slums, but they ended up with such
negative consequences.

SZ:

I don't know the exact causes. But altho ugh
Chavez wanted people to participate, the problem
was the way local self-organization was connected to
the state. Why? It became brutally hard to get money
and help from the state. It wasn't purely local self
organization; it was self-organization subordinated to
the state in order to get money. And because of this, of
course, it exploded into corruption, into inefficiency,
etc. It j ust showed us that when we combine local self
organization and the state, it becomes authoritarian,
and you can end up with a dangerous mix of populist

violence.
Another dangerous game is the following one: Chavez
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tries to ignore the problem of violence. I heard they
somehow prohibited the reporting of revolts in the
media because a much darker thing is happening there.
This is what my leftist friends told me: Chavez thought
that those who are horrified by violence are mostly from
the middle classes. The idea is that poor people are
exerting more violence against the middle classes. But
since Chavez considered the middle classes to be his ene
mies, his idea was this: " Fuck them. Let' s have a little
bit of violence ! " He played a very dangero us game here .
Chavez is lost steam. It is a real tragedy. Because he
played these populist games, he neglected the physical
infrastructure. The machinery of oil extraction is fall
ing apart, and they are compelled to pump less and less.
Chavez started well in politicizing and mobilizing the
excluded, but then he fell into the traditional populist
trap. Oil money was a curse for Chavez, because it gave
him space to maneuver rather than confront the prob
lems. But then he had now he must confront them. He
had enough money to patch things up without solving
problems. For instance, Venez uela has experi enced a
massive brain-drain to Colombia and other places: it is,
in the long term, a catastrophe. I am distrustful of all
these traditions, " Bolivarianism, " etc. - it's all bull shit.
I have a very leftist friend who told me how this really
looks. He told me he was in a middle-class restaurant
with friends in the center of Caracas. Three or four of
Chavez's fanatic guards came in and started to shout
and laugh at a woman . Nobody said anything. They
were totally intimidated, in a state of constant terror.
You know, I'm saying something very bourgeois, not
Marxist, but it's true that Lenin was aware of this:
you need an effective middle class that can organize
1 09
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production and societal development. Without this,
you can do nothing good. What Chavez was doing is
horrible.
All revolutions have this kind of original sin. For
example, in Cuba, do you know what one of Castro's
sins was ? In 1 9 5 8 , when Castro was already holding
the eastern part of the island of Cuba and had made
the final pushes to get Havana, he knew that the main
obj ect was to get the elite behind him. The purely
Spanish, not mestizos, not mixed : the intellectuals, doc
tors, and so on. And he played the racism card more or
less openly. Remember that the dictator whom Castro
overthrew was Batista, who is a half black mestizo. And
Castro' s propagandists spread rumors to all those elite
loyal Hispanics: " Allow us to take power and black
slaves will no longer rule you. " It's true now if you
look at the structure of the Cuban elites; of course there
are a couple of symbolic impotent black figures. But
when you turn on the TV, count the faces, and look at
how many blacks you see there. We can see that a pure
Hispanic elite rules that society. You can see a couple
of women to fill the quota, making it appear better, and
there are some ministerial posts occupied by women,
but they are the ones that a macho society typically
gives to women, like healthcare or education. These are
for women and, in practice, for blacks. Remember, you
would never have guessed that in Cuba pure Hispanics
are in the minority; the maj ority consists of mestizos
and then pure blacks.
Incidentally, in Brazil it' s the same . Look at all the
elite there . Even leftists around Lula, they are all white .
You wo uld never have guessed that black people make
up over 4 0 percent of the population in Brazil. And
1 10
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typically, i n Lula's government, there was one black
guy, and he was a minister of culture, a silly post. He
was put there for the sake of appearances, and was
allowed j ust to organize his concerts and propaganda
and whatever. They don't allow him to have any real
power. Unfortunately, one has to pay the price for a
political choice.

III
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Violent Civil
D isobedience

As you mentioned the car-burning rebels in Paris, the leftist
revolutionary gesture is someway typically stigmatized as
a violent one. So the problem of violence in the process of
revolution must be critical, especially in your context. How
do you understand, within this framework, the violence of
the French banlieues? What is your definition of violence?
What, today, is the relation between violence and politics?
Can any violence be justified for any reason?

SZ:

What I'd like to insist on in this case is that, like
in Egypt, an actual revolution takes place, as you could
see, in a pure way. The only violence there was symbolic
violence. Symbolic violence in the sense that you walk
in the street and ignore the authorities. D emonstrators
didn't kill anyone. Violence always occurs after the
authorities step in. Even if you look at the French
Revolu tion, it was the same. Forget about all those sto
ries you know about terrorism or violence . Every good
historian will tell you that before and after the Jacobins
in the French Revolution there were many more people
I I2
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killed. But they were insignificant and ordinary people
- nobody cares about them. When you kill some well
known prince, then everyone talks about it as terror.
I think the logic is thi s. First, there' s invisible violence
going on all the time. We must be very careful when we
talk about violence. I quoted in my book, Living in the
End Times, a wonderful sentence from Mark Twain's
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court: "A city
cemetery could contain the coffins filled by that brief
Terror which we have all been so diligently taught to
shiver at and mourn over; but all France could hardly
contain the coffins filled by that older and real Terror,
that unspeakably bitter and awful Terror, which none
of us has been taught to see in its vastness or pity as it
deserves. " You know, it's ridiculous. In order to grasp
this parallax nature of violence, one should focus on
the short circuits between different levels, between, say,
power and social violence, yet it should be experienced
as violence.
For example, in Egypt, if r oo people die, it's horrible.
But are yo u aware of how many people die regularly of
torture and terror even at times when there is nothing
particular going on? For me, the big question, when you
talk about violence, is always what goes on in appar
ently normal times. At times like thi s, people perceive the
situation as peaceful. Are we really aware of how much
violence happens during these periods ? I don't mean some
sort of poetic violence. By violence, I mean extremely
brutal violence: torturing, starving, beating, and what
ever. It went on all the time in Egypt: their prisons were so
terrifying, horrific. So again, that' s my first point.
My second point is that this is the logic of authen
tic revolution. People are violent when they raise a
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revolution. Of course, there may always be excesses. But
as you can see here clearly, they are extremely marginal.
Most people are violent j ust in the sense of ignoring
power. When the policeman tells you: " You shouldn't
go there, " you say " Fuck you. No ! I will go there. "
Remember those magic moments when the authorities
allowed people to gather in Tahrir Square. Violence
stopped . People were there j ust demonstrating.
Violence comes, as a rule, from the other side . It
comes from those in power who think that they have to
scare people to create violence. It' s not that I advocate
violence in the sense of, " Oh, let' s do some killing. " I'm
j ust saying that the move people should make, of course,
is a kind of massive boycott-style of violence, which is
totally non-violent in the sense of there being no killing
or torturing people. The problem is what happens when
the other side starts to counter-attack. Even then, as a
revolutionary, you usually don't have the wherewithal
to make a cou nter-attack, but you must somehow resist
and defend yourself. Here I agree with Badiou. The left
should learn, from the twentieth century, the horror of
state terror or violence . Violence of leftist progressives
should basically be defensive violence, in the sense that
" We occupy the square . We defend if you attack us but not this kind of aggressive violence . "
Like now, wonders can b e done here. I think that j ust
ignoring the crowds was masterful. Remember when
the army tanks started to arrive ? Instead of attacking
them, they started to embrace them, even treating them
as friends. It was masterful because it was a very reason
able way to behave, even if the army wasn't as good as
the government claimed or even if they sent hundreds of
tanks. It was clear that the army would have been going
1 14
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too far if they had simply started to shoot at the people.
So why not simply receive them ? What does it mean ?
Nothing. Even though there were some tanks, people
ignored them and went on to embrace the soldiers. Isn't
this a model of how to resist?
And even if you take a violent act to be a problem ,
take Wikileaks . People claim it is violent in the sense
that i t can cause catastrophes. But didn't Wikileaks do
it in a very moderate wa y ? Some people think it was too
moderate. From what I know, they didn't j ust pu blish
everything. They only gave certai n information to fo ur
or five big med ia outlets, for example, some names of
the spy in China who may then be arrested or killed.
Yet still, didn't they do it in a moderate and consi derate
way? I think it should be acceptable.
The only violence that I advocate is i n situations
where there i s a terrorist or a u tocratic violent regime
- usually you might call it, although it's maybe a little
more radical, civil diso bedience. Like when you start to
behave as if you don't admit the legitimacy of public
a uthority. And then yo u create your free territory in
this way. Violence should only be defensive. I don't find
anyt h i ng problematic about th is.
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Legitimacy of Sym bolic
Violence

So you mean that the defensive form of violence is legiti
mate? But can it be revolutionary enough to make actual
changes? Isn't that just too naive a concept of the violent
act?

SZ:

Although it is in a different context, let me tell you
a funny story. When the Kurdish resistance in Turkey
was much more active, I could not but sympathize with
them. I was told by my leftist friend in Eastern Turkey
that conditions in prisons about r 5 -20 years ago were
horrible. People were tortured, suspected of being com
batants. Then they did something to the guardians,
after which nobody was killed. My god, I find it too
strange that this was acceptable. They discovered that
the guardians who did the torturing were from the
local area. So Kurdish people from outside discreetly
approached one of the guardians after office hours and
said: "We know you're torturing o ur people to death .
But w e know who you a r e a n d where y o u live. If y o u go
on torturing, we will kill your wife and children. " All of
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a sudden, the torture stopped. Isn't it funn y ? Conditions
in prison started to get better and the guards treated the
prisoners decently. I'm sorry, but this was a desperate
measure, I would say a scam.
But can you imagine a truly horrible situation ? Can
you imagine someone who is very close to you being
held somewhere and raped and tortured and you know
all about it but cannot do anything? I cannot even imag
ine my son or a woman I love dying suddenly as a result
of some kind of an explosion and never hearing about
it. But it could happen. This is, for me, the worst thing.
And under those conditions, you have to fight back. It's
not enough to protest. To call foreign journalists and to
do whatever you can do, you have to do it effectively if
you can identi fy a guardian. I'm sorry to tell yo u this,
but I think it's still legitimate.
To recapitulate my crucial two points. First, bear in
mind that violence i s already here. Because, as I said
in my book, On Violence, our usual perception is that
violence only means change, when something happens.
N o ! Violence is here all the time so that things remain
peacefully the way they are. D on't forget about thi s
about violence. And for the second point, don't confuse
this elementary violence - let's call it civil disobedience
- with brutal physical violence. We can understand an
attempt to ignore power as being j ust for the right of the
people when conditions demand it. It's a very forceful
weapon - maybe it will become more and more force
ful . And you should never forget that the state is not up
there. The state functions only as far as it is recognized
as functioning. I mean, people have tremendous power
in organizing themselves j ust to ignore the power.
For example, in Slovenia - i t is not a good example
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because it is more opportunistic - I remember we debated
how to deal with conscription after independence.
People acted spontaneously. When they got a call,
young people simply ignored it. They threw the docu
ments away. Police tried to bring in a couple of them,
but then it became so massive and the state was con
fronted with the problem of having to arrest 4 o,ooo
people. And of course what they did was a nice humili
ating retreat. They disguised it as a change in the law.
All of sudden they discovered that it was strategically
better for Slovenia to have a small professional army.
They quickly changed the law, because people had
simply ignored it. Again, if enough people do this, you
can have power.
So this is the violence I advocate: symbolic violence .
For me, one of the greatest critiques of ideology is in the
Old Testament, in The Book of Job, where God takes
the side of Job. The other one is Etienne de La Boetie's
Discours de Ia servitude volontaire. H e first described
the mechanism of how a tyrant becomes a tyrant:
because people treat him as a tyrant and fear him.
Which is why these magical moments always fascinate
me. Even if a leader still nominally holds power, all of
a sudden people know that the game is over and don't
take it seriously and lose respect, and then a mysterious
rupture takes place.
I wrote about it in my early book with a quote from
a Polish journalist, Ryszard Kapuscinski, who recently
died. He wrote a book, Shah of Shahs, which was won
derful. It' s mainly about the Khomeini revolution and
how it took three or four months for the Shah regime
to disintegrate at a square in Tehran. At a Tehran
crossroad, some protesters refused to budge when a
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policemen approached them and shouted, " Go away.
This is prohibited. " One o f demonstrators simple stood
there and j ust looked at him. The policeman continued
shouting, but the demonstrator didn't move . The embar
rassed policeman simply withdrew; in a couple of hours,
all Tehran knew about this incident, and although street
fights went on for weeks, everyone somehow knew the
game was over. This became the symbol of the power of
1gnonng power.
I s something similar going on now in Egypt ? Even
if that was happening, people died. But at some level,
those in power lost their hold on the people. I think it
would be wonderful to do a history of Eastern Europe :
the integration of communist regimes at this level. At
what point did this magic moment occur even though
communists were formally still in power ? All of a
sudden freedom erupted. This is not j ust in the sense of
intimate freedom, but social freedom. And in the sense
of symbolic authority, those in power lost it. People
were no longer afraid of them. This is a truly magic
moment. Why ? Because nothing happens in reality; it's
not that they stepped down, but in a very mysterious
way everyone, even those in power, knows that the
game is over. I wouldn't call it a symbol of violence, but
this is, for me, the essence o f revolution.
I'm not talking about some mystical inner event,
because it's a social effect. Power no longer works as a
social link. When it is said that people are not afraid,
it doesn't mean that they are crazily heroic. O f course,
if you see a policeman shooting at you, you should be
afraid and run away. But at a different level, you no
longer take the leadership seriou sly. Those in power
know this is the most dangerous moment for them. Thi s
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is what Mubarak is now trying to do. This was already
happening. And Mubarak's solution was to organize
these brutal people to come and start beating, and in
thi s way to create a demand for power. But it failed. S o
j ust b y ignoring a n d n o t being afraid of the authorities,
impossible revolution can truly occur.
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Gandhi, A ristide, and
Divine Violence

You concluded your book, In D e fe n se o f Lost C a u ses, by
saying that the domain of pure violence is the domain of
love. Here we are thinking of elements that include ethics,
universal love, compassion, and empathy. In particular,
we are interested to hear your ideas about love and com
passion, which we see as a practice of the common good.
Alain Badiou sees love as a means to revolution, but you
take a different view. What would the practice of the
common good look like? You say that revolution cannot
happen without cruelty and violence, but you also quote
Che Guevara - "At the risk of seeming ridiculous, let me
say that the true revolutionary is guided by a great feeling
of love. It is impossible to think of a genuine revolution
ary lacking this quality" - on the animating role of love in
revolution. What do you make of the examples of Gandhi,
Mandela, and Aristide as regards the transformative power
of love in revolution?

SZ:

Talking about love, I like to quote Christ, who
says: " If anyone comes to me, and does not hate his
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own father and mother, wife and children, brothers and
sisters, yes, and even his own life, he cannot be my dis
cipl e " ( Luke 1 4 : 2 6 ) . How are we to read this statement?
Love is, for me, a category of struggle. For example, I
once said, to provoke my friend, that Gandhi was more
violent than H itler. You know what I wanted to say ?
Of course Hitler was more violent i n the sense o f killing
people. But in reality, all thi s violence was, in terms of
Nietzsche, reactive. Basically, Hitler's problem was how
to save the capitalist regime, how to prevent revolution.
He did not really act; all his actions were fundamentally
reactions. And he was doing all this j ust to make things
stay the way they had been.
What Gandhi did, altho ugh it was very peaceful but
in a way extremely violent, was to boycott customs,
etc. He targeted the entire structure of the British colo
nial state. Hitler never did this. He never targeted the
functioning of the German state. You see, this is a good
example of what I mean by divine positive violence. It' s
j ust the act o f suspending the hold o f power.
You mention Nelson Mandela: he was more or less
the same . There were of course battles and bombs, but
that's another story. Although one must say, in criticism
of Mandela and Gandhi, that there's a limit to this pro
cedure. It' s very sad. But this procedure, where you play
on human dignity, only works, as in Egypt, up to the
point where your opponent is minimally dignified with

a certain ethics.
This is the reason Gandhi' s way worked but why
you can't universalize it. It worked because the British
colonizers, in spite of all the horror, had a certain mini
mal dignity. Is not the ultimate limitation of Gandhi ' s
strategy, however, that it works only against a liberal
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democratic regime which abides by certain minimal
ethico-political standards - in which, to put it in emotive
terms, those in power still " have a conscience " ? When
Gandhi was asked what the Jews in Germany should
do against Hitler in the late 1 9 3 0s, he said they should
commit mass suicide and thus arouse the conscience of
the world. But it wouldn't work with the Nazis. We can
easily imagine the Nazi reaction to this: " Fine, we'll help
you - where do you want the poison delivered to ? " This
was really tragic.
Do you know about the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission (TRC) in South Africa ? Here we encounter
the inherent limitation of the otherwise sublime effort of
the truth and reconciliation strategy in post-apartheid
So uth Africa . It can only work if you can co unt on
minimal ethics. Because do you know what happened a
couple of times ? It often did work. D o you know what
the rule was ? Even an evil torturer or a bad guy would
come and confront his victims and publicly tell them
what he'd done and confess, after which he's pardoned.
Anyone who was prepared to tell the truth publicly
about his acts, often in front of his or her former victims
themselves, was promised clemency, no matter how hei
nous those acts had been.
But on a co uple of occasions some really weird, mor
ally terrifying things happened - for example, the case
of the secret police officers who brutally murdered the
black activist Steven Biko. The torturer came along and,
with a cynical smile, told his story of torture and death
in all its grisly details: " Yes, I squeezed your balls, stuck
a razor into your mouth . . . Ha-ha, I told you, so now I
am free. " No remorse, nothing ! With a totally shameless
person or a cynical subj ect, thi s doesn't work.
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The ethical horror of thi s vision is that it displays
the limit of the " truth and reconciliation" idea: what if
we have a perpetrator for whom the public confession
of his crimes not only doesn't give rise to any ethi
cal catharsis in him, but even generates an additional
obscene pleasure ?
To get back to your question, we always have to
see how it works in a certain limited situation. Even
Aristide, he also knew when to use violence . Sometimes
defensive violence is needed. But nonetheless, what
we should always remember is that this violence is, in
a good sense, reactive violence . It should be our basic
position, and this is what is so gre at about identifying an
authentic leftist with emancipatory rebellion. You have
enemies, but you are never exclusionary. It is love itself
that enj oins us to unplug o urselves from the organic
community into which we were born.
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No Moralization But
Egotism

What will the authentic leftist project be? Is it the moral
task, simply evoking utilitarian egotism, or something
beyond that? And, as you once mentioned, if there is no
need to evoke some high moral ground, then where should
it be aiming?

SZ:

In Egypt, for example, you can see that it i s
an emancipatory demonstrati on. It' s an authentic left
because, when the police started to shoot at them, they
cried out: " You are with us ! You're our brothers ! Join
us ! " Even if they engaged in defensive violence, they
didn't stop repeating this message - join us. The proj ect
is not a murderous one. This proj ect is a positive one.
Here is why the authentic leftist proj ect always distin
guishes between people and their functions: in the same
way that we want the end of the bourgeoisie but we don't
want to kill all the capitalists. It' s a different proj ect. I t' s
always as if, "It's not too late. Y o u have a chance, j oin
us. " While fascists are different. Hitler never said to the
Jews: " Li sten, it was a misunderstanding, j oin us. " No !
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For him, Jews were problematic by nature . The only
way to solve the problem was to kill them all. This is the
huge difference. And it is where the events really confirm
this wonderful moment. This is what is so great about
the left. Even when they're engaged in struggle, it is an
inclusionary struggle. It' s the struggle with a call: "Join
us, you are one of us. "
Although fascists claim that they represent all the
people, it is obvious they're never able to do so. They
always need some kind of external threatening move
ment, like Jews, foreigners, etc. In other words, they
have much more sacrificial logic, as in " S omebody has
to be killed. "
Then, of course, we know how this works from
Rousseau. Rousseau was not an idiot, he wasn't as naive
as Marx. In his unique book of dialogues, Rousseau,
Judge of Jean-Jacques, Rousseau deployed the wonder
ful idea of distinguishing between two types of egotism
amour-de-soi (that love of the self which is natural)
and amour-propre, the perverted preferring of oneself
over others in which a person focuses not on achieving a
goal, but on destroying the obstacle to it. H ere I wanted
to develop a wonderful theory of Rousseau, where he
says that egotism is not evil: " The primitive passions,
which all directly tend towards o ur happiness, make us
deal only with o bj ects which relate to them, and whose
principle is only amour-de-soi, are all in their essence
lovable and tender; however, when, diverted from their
-

objects by obstacles, they are more occupied with the
obstacle they try to get rid of, than with the object they
try to reach, they change their nature and become iras
cible and hateful. This is how amour-de-soi, which is
a noble and absolute feeling, becomes amour-propre,
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that is to say, a relative feeling by means of which one
compares oneself, a feeling which demands preferences,

whose enjoyment is purely negative and which does not
strive to find satisfaction in our own well-being, but
only in the misfortune of others. "
It's very easy, in contrast to what theologians are
saying, to pass from an egotist concern to the common
good. He said that we have an assertive egotism, amour
propre, and there is nothing bad about that. But he
said the problem begins not only when you think that
the only way for you to be happy is to hurt others, but
when hurting others becomes more important than
your own happiness. Here, I totally agree with the criti
cism over the religious stupidity of the Pope, who says:
" Capitalism and egotism, they are both evil . " Maybe
we don't have enough egotism today. No high ethical
standards are needed for such a turning point.
What, then, is the logic of envy and resentment? I
quoted some Slovene saying - we have all these won
derful proverbs and fairy tales. A magic person asks a
farmer what he would prefer: to rece ive one cow himself
while his neighbor receives two cows, or for one of his
cows to be killed and two of his ne ighbor' s cows killed .
Every Slovenian would prefer the second choice . Better
for me to suffer than the neighbor gets more. This logic
is crucial when things go wrong, where hurting the other
becomes more important even than your own happi
ness. Gore Vidal demonstrated the point succinctly: " It
is not enough for me to win - the other must lose . "
That is why I don't think egotism is a n evil. An evil
person is thus not an egotist, he is j ust " thinking only
about his own interests . " A true egotist is too bu sy
taking care of his own good to have time to cause
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misfortune to others. The primary vice of a bad person
is precisely that he is more preoccupied with others than
with himself. Great philosophers like Hegel and, espe
cially, Schelling knew th is. It means elevating yourself
above your uti litarian interests and pleasure. This is
why the critics complain that, in today's hedonistic
egotistic society, true values totally miss the point.
The true opposite of egotist self-love is not altruism, a
concern for the common good, but envy, ressentiment,
which makes me act against my own interests. Then evil
is very ethical. Evil means: "I will kill you even if I die
doing it. " It means that you're ready to sacrifice for the
hatred of another; you are even ready to sacrifice your
own good j ust to hurt the other.
It' s very tragic, I think, how today's religious institu
tions in Europe are unable to respond to current crises. I
think all the answers they give today are simply wrong.
What was the response of the Church to the financial
crisis ? "It is a moral crisis, a crisis of egotism. " It' s
totally wrong. Crisis is in the system.
I don't like him, but I almost felt sympathetic toward
the horrible guy Bernard Madoff, who stole 6o billion,
because he became a scapegoat; everyone blamed him
for being a filthy guy. No ! He was almost an i dealist.
As an ideal capitalist today, he took the path where the
system pushes you today. The pro blem isn't Madoff;
the problem is what pushed him into doing it. How
was that possible ? It almost sounds anti-Semitic to me.
How ? Because Madoff was a Jew. When we have these
critical moments, I don't like moralization, which turns
a social process into personal responsibility.
Let us take the case of ecology. We often hear that
our ecological crisis is the result of our short-term
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egotism: o bsessed with immediate pleasures and wealth,
we forgot about the common good. However, it is here
that Walter Benj amin's notion of capitalism as reli
gion becomes crucial: a true capitalist is not a hedonist
egotist; he is, on the contrary, fanatically devoted to
his task of multiplying his wealth, ready to neglect his
health and happiness for it, not to mention the prosper
ity of his family and the well-being of the environment.
There is thus no need to evoke some high-ground mor
alism and trash capitalist egotism - against capitalist
perverted fanatical dedication, it is enough to evoke a
good measure of simple egotist and utilitarian concerns.
In other words, the pursuit of what Rousseau calls the
natural amour-de-soi requires a highly civilized level of
awareness.
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Possibility of Concrete
Universality

As you said, there is no need to emphasize the importance
of identifying hidden assumptions, hidden power claims,
in any kind of language of the common good. What do
you think would be the most interesting questions around
which to organize such a conference? Or if you were
putting together discussions with the common good as a
key theme, what would be the critical questions that would
be worth emphasizing?

SZ: Here I would like to apply the basic lesson of what
Hegel calls concrete universality. Universality is never
neutral. Whenever yo u define something as common or
neutral or universal - this is a classic Marxist point - it
often as a rule secretly privileges some agent. For exam
ple, the classic Marxist critique of human rights, the
way they've formulated it, already privileges a certain
culture or a certain sex, etc.
Some people like to take the idea from Western
empires: if you put so much emphasis on individual
responsibility, you put less emphasis on social collabo-
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ration. Although you claim this as a universal human
right, you already privilege a certain Western individu
alist model - even if you claim they are universal, there's
already a certain privilege .
H ere is a nice example, which I saw on a history TV
program. After the Tiananmen Square demonstration in
1 9 8 9 , the scene was shown repeatedly a million times:
one guy alone confronting a tank. But in China, even
for those who agreed with the demonstrators, this scene
didn't acquire such a symbolic status. It' s not a symbol
for them. This is a typical Western idea: the military
versus one single man. This is not their view. It was a
typical example of what they describe as an icon - but
n o ! It was an icon for us. It's even a form of racism for
them. As Naomi Klein put it in her Shock Doctrine, it
is doubtful whether the Chinese saw the Tiananmen
events as really so profoundly shocking. For them, it
wasn' t so very symbolic. It's a nice example of how we
have to be very careful when constructing universalities.
What further complicates the situation is that the rise
of blank spaces in global capitalism is in itself also a
proof that capitalism can no longer afford a universal
civil order of freedom and democracy, that it increas
ingly requires exclusion and domination. How are we
to break o ut of the deadlock of post-political dehis
toricizati o n ? What is to be done after the Occupy Wall
Street movement, when the protests which started far
away - for example, in the Middle East, Greece, Spain,
or the UK - reached the center, and are now reinforced
and rolling out all around the worl d ? What should be
resisted at this stage is precisely a quick translation of
the energy of the protest into a set of concrete pragmatic
demands.

Possibility of Concrete Universality
I do believe i n universalities like what we see in Egypt
and elsewhere. And I think the topic of the secret bias
of the common good would be a very good one. You
know why ? Becau se I see manipulations on both sides,
and by both sides I mean Western Liberals and also the
Oriental, Asiatic side. In the West, we should criticize
ourselves for privileging this individualist model. But
in the East you must know that when they talk about
a harmonious society, it often legitimizes suppression.
We have here two ways of how we should both engage
in self-criticism, which almost sounds like Stalinist
communism.
In this, I'm almost an old Maoist. Although it sounds
very gentle and Confucian, I wonder how much oppres
sion exists in this harmonious hierarchical soci ety. This
would be, for me, a true multicultural dialogue. Not the
typical boring story of UNES CO reports, which would
have argued: "We in the West have o ur own notions of
individuality, and in the East they have notions of an
organic harmonious community. We should bring both
of them together in a kind of synthesis. " No, what we
need is exactly the opposite. Where we should collabo
rate is that each one of us sho uld fight against o ur own
shared experience . We should criticize the bias of our
individualism and the bias of the so-called comm unity
spirit, which can be exploited to mask oppression.
The standard accusation thus, in a way, knocks at an
open door: the whole point of the notion of struggling
universality is that true universality and partiality do
not exclude one another, but universal truth is acces
sible only from a partially engaged subj ective position.
What we need to do is take a step away from this
external opposition (or mutual reliance) into a direct
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internalized common ground, which means not only
does one pole, when abstracted from the other and thus
brought to the extreme, coincide with its opposite, but

there is no primordial duality of poles in the first place,
only the inherent gap of the one. As Schelling, as well as
H egel, remained a monist, so I believe in the possibility
of universality. And, as I once mentioned in the book
The Parallax View, the universal as such is the site of
an unbearable antagonism, self-contradiction, and the
stellar parallax: the traps of ontological difference (the
multitude of) its particular species are ultimately noth
ing but so many attempts to obfuscate/reconcile/master
this antagonism. In other words, the universal names
the site of a pro blem-deadlock, of a burning question,
and the particulars are the attempted but failed answers
to this pro blem.
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Common Struggle for
Freedom

If the question of " concrete universality" is crucial for you,
how would you like to transform this idea on a practi
cal level? How can we apply it to the political and social
context?

SZ:

I think this qu estion of the common good would
be a wonderful topic. You know why? Because you
must be aware that your proj ect can easily be appropri
ated by some kind of New Age spirituality, peace, love,
and so on. No! The common good is something of a
struggle for me. The common good is a common strug
gle for freedom: not exclusionary struggle, not violent in
the sense of shooting or killing, but breaking the hold of
those in power. Again, I think, this topic is crucial.
Because everything manipulates. In this respect,
Chavez was the same. I'm sorry, but I don't think the
Latino American populist model can be universally
applied, and I don't think it will ever work for them. I
think this will be their ruin. I also don't like this idea of,
"Who are you to tell us about o ur tradition ? " This i s
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what the Chinese often say. I think everyone should be
allowed to criticize everyone else on the condition that
we are also all prepared to be criticized ourselves. What
I don't like about the Chinese is that, if you criticize
them for lack of freedom, they say, " Oh, you're a racist,
you're importing pure imperialist notions ! " No, we
should be able to criticize everyone. I have the right to
criticize your society, and you have the right, too. Why ?
Becau se this is very productive.
Let me tell you an anecdote from Hollywood. Many
good films that give a critical view on American soci
ety are made by immigrant directors from Europe .
Sometimes a foreigner who has only a naive view
from o utside can see much better what is wrong in a
society than those who are already living there . Even
in Europe, it is the same. This viewpoint could per
haps be designated as that of the Persian ambassador
from Montesquieu's famous P ersian Letters: a strange
look upon our world destined to bring about our own
estrangement from it. He criticized France through the
eyes of a fictional Persian ambassador, who came there
and noted many strange things. I think we shouldn't
respect each other. But it's important that you include
yourself in the game, such that my criticism of you is not
a way to elevate myself.
H ere I like Descartes, who is often accused of being
Eurocentric. There i s the famous opening - this could
be a wonderful beginning of good multiculturalism - of
Chapter 3 of Descartes' Discourse on Method, in which
he o utlines the necessity and content of the "provisory
code of morals " that he adopted while engaged in
the search for a new unconditional foundation: " The
first was to o bey the laws and customs of my country,
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adhering firmly to the faith in which, by the grace of
God, I had been educated from my childhood and regu
lating my conduct in every other matter according to
the most moderate opinions . . . I was convinced that
I could not do better than follow in the meantime the
opinions of the most j udicious; and altho ugh there are
some perhaps among the Persians and Chinese as j udi
cious as among ourselves. " We should turn D escartes
around: infinity can emerge only within the horizon of
finitude; it is a category of finitude.
H ere is an old phrase I like : " The only way to the
universal good is that we all become strangers to our
selve s . " You imagine looking at yourself with a foreign
gaze, through foreign eyes. I think this is something that
could be the greatest thing in humanity. You are never
really limited j ust to your own perspective. I don't like
the false identity politics of multiculturalism which says
that " yo u are enclosed in your culture. " No, we have all
this amazing capacity to be surprised, not by others, but
by ourselves seeing how what we are doing is strange.
I like this wonderful and simple example : some
anthropologists found that, for them, the treasure in
a Polynesian island was represented by a big pre
cious stone, which was carved. But then there was an
earthquake or storm, and the stone was submerged
under water. They didn't have access to it. But they
say: " Oh, it' s still there even though we can't see it. "
And we say: " Oh, how stupid they are . " But isn ' t this
what we do with gold in Fort Knox ? Piles of gold have
to lie around u selessly at Fort Knox so that the so
called monetary balance is maintained. It's exactly the
same . It's there, inaccessible to us, but it nonetheless
functions. I think this is the best multicultural critical
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anthropology. Where you discover in foreigners what
o bvio usly appears to be stupid, but then you find we're
doing the same !
This is the Interpassivity Model. I'd like to start by
making fun of those stupid Tibetans who do not have to
pray. The Tibetan praying wheel works like this: I put a
piece of paper with a prayer written on it into the wheel,
turn it around mechanically ( or, even more practically,
let the wind turn it around) , and the wheel is praying for
me - as the Stalinists would have put it, " obj ectively " I
am praying, even if my thoughts are occupied with the
most o bscene sexual fantasies. To dispel the illusion
that such things can only happen in "primitive " socie
ties, think about canned laughter on a TV screen (the
reaction of laughter to a comic scene which is incl uded
in the soundtrack itself) : even if I do not l augh, but
simply stare at the screen, tired after a hard day's work,
I nonetheless feel relieved after the show, as if the TV
did the laughing for me. To grasp this strange process
properly, one should supplement the fashionable notion
of interactivity, with its uncanny double, interpassivity.
This is the best of critical multiculturalism. You start
by making fun of the other. Why not ? I like racist j okes.
They're the best. We're not making j okes so much
about the other; we are basically making j okes about
ourselves. I think this is the best way to fight racism.
Not to oppress it, but let' s say you have a certain racist
cliche, you in a playful way accept it and make fun of
yo urself. I know, it is already a bit out of fashion, about
the stupidity of blond girls. And what we all do here, for
example - you must know this, I repeat it all the time here in ex-Yugoslavia, Montenegro people are supposed
to be lazy. They make fun of it in a wonderful way.
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And people in Bosnia pretend to be so primitive, cheat
ing, and obsessed with sex. They make fun of it all the
time. It's a much better approach than politically correct
terrorism. It can work.
Even in much of today's progressive politics, the
danger is not passivity, but pseudo-activity, the urge
to be active and to participate. People intervene all the
time, attempting to " do something " ; academics partici
pate in meaningless debates. The truly difficult thing is
to step back and to withdraw from it. Those in power
often prefer even a critical participation to silence - j ust
to engage us in a dialogue, to make s ure that o ur omi
nous passivity is broken . Against such an interpassive
mode in which we are active all the time to make sure
that nothing will really change, the first truly critical
step is to withdraw into passivity and to refuse to partic
ipate. This first step clears the ground for a true activity,
for an act that will effectively change the coordinates of
the constellation.
Back to your point, this would have been a wonderful
topic of how to define the common good by becom
ing strangers to ourselves. I don't believe the cultural
approach taken by the United Nations or UNES C O .
The reason that the books they publish in the name
of culture, history, and humanity are so boring is that
they're terribly afraid of hurting anyone . " What a
beautiful civilization here, what a beautiful civilization
there . " I prefer to look at how stupid they are . And say:
" Look, they're even more stupid and so on. " That' s the
only hope .
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For the final question, what do you consider to be the most
urgent theoretical question of our time?

SZ:

There may be two sets of questions. First, there
is of course the social question. It is a practical one.
After the failure of social democracy, not so much but
especially communism, and even after we have clearly
seen the limits of direct council and local democracy,
how can we imagine the real alternative ? This is for me
the tragedy of all that Seattle protest and Porto Alegre
movement. These are protest movements. Everything
works well as long as you only protest and then you
have the enemy there. I had long debates with differ
ent people who are with Porto Alegre. Unlike the way
the offici al slogan puts it, " another world is possible, "
it seems, instead, that the Porto Alegre reunions have
somehow lost their impetus. Just at the moment when
there is the possibility of actually taking power, every
thing explodes. You have on the one hand those who
say, " Don't even think about the state, let' s think about
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local democracy, " but it's never clear what they mean.
D o they mean we should leave the state alone ? Or that
there should be no state ?
In the case of Hardt and Negri, they discern two
ways to oppose the global capitalist empire: either the
" protectionist " advocacy of the return to the strong
nation-state, or the deployment of the even more flexible
forms of multitude. Along these lines, in his analysis of
the Porto Alegre anti-globalist meeting, H ardt empha
sizes the new logic of the political space there. But
what about when - if this really is the desire and will
of these movements - " we take it over" ? What would
the " multitude in power" look like ? Furthermore, is
the state today really withering away (with the advent
of the much-praised liberal " deregulation " ) ? On the
contrary, isn't the " war on terror " the strongest asser
tion yet of state authority ? Are we not witnessing
now the unheard-of mobilization of all (repressive and
ideological) state apparatuses ?
For me, one of the tragic examples here is the
Zapati sta movement. I like it, but look at how they got
lost. It started with an ambiguity. Is it a political move
ment or j ust a critical movement? And then, it found a
modus vivendi by changing itself into a kind of moral
authority. Now that it is a threat to no one, everyone
simply loves it. Because every politician says: " It' s so
nice to have these honest people, telling us what to do,
but we live in real lives, so somebody has to do the dirty
work . "
No wonder m y radical friend i n Mexico once told me
about an anonymous boss, Subcomandante Marcos.
He said that many Mexican leftists now call him
" Subcomediante " Marcos. Because he' s the kind of
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preacher to whom everybody listen s because they love
him. Even the esta blishment loves him, because he's a
threat to no one. I spoke with a guy who visited there.
He told me wonderfully amusing details about how
it really is. They have their own small li berated zone.
The government doesn't care and leaves them alone
because it's good for to urism. Then to urists come there.
But there's a problem because they want to be ethical
there, so they have no gambling, no prostitution, no
alcohol . But the tourists need these thi ngs. So Zapatista
organized something in the evenings, then, if you want,
a bus would take you j u st o utside the li berated zone
where you have bordel los, prostitution, alco hol, etc.
So you visit the capitalist vice soon after yo u return to
comm umsm.
It's not really an alternative. Again, we don't really
know what political model can replace it. Here I have a
big problem with Negri and Hardt: the i dea of a bsol ute
democracy and multitude, I th ink, does n 't work as a
global mode l . It cannot be universal ized. No wonder
that, at the end of the second volume of Mu ltitude, after
describing multiple forms of resistance to the empire,
they ta l k about the final res o l u tion with an al most
Messianic note adumbrating the great Rupture, the
mo ment of Decision : " The moment will come when the
state will disappear and multitudes will govern them
selves. " But they don't even give any indication. All of
a sudden, they adopt purely religious language, quoting
St. Francis of Assisi as a figure of the m u l titude. These
vague analogies and examples simply bring out an
anxtous s usptct on.
More generally, your project would be a concrete
pol itical question. But more radica l l y , I thi nk it would
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be a reasonable attempt, and the following task that
I like to explore would be a j o b for philosophers, not
only for scientists. What is happening to us today
should be referred to in the context of being human.
As I mentioned before, all those changes, like bio
genetic manipulations and ecological crisis, are in a
way transforming the very definition of being human.
We are capable of doing things which will change our
very perception of what it means to be human . If we or
somebody else could control our physical and psychic
properties, we would become much more powerful, but
at the same time more subordinated, more vulnerable .
It' s a very dangerous situation and we don't have any
clear ethical guidance here.
And did you notice, when you talk about the possible
and the impossible, how strangely this is distribute d ?
On the o n e hand, i n the domains o f personal freedom
and scientific technology, we are told that " nothing is
impossi ble" : we can enjoy sex in all its perverse ver
sions, entire archives of music, films, and TV series
are available to download, space travel is available to
everyone at a price . There is the prospect of enhancing
our physical and psychic abilities, of manipulating our
basic properties through interventions into the genome;
even the tech-gnostic dream of achieving immortality
by transforming o ur identity into software that can be
downloaded into one or another set of hardware. What
I'm saying is: everything is possible in technology. They
even say that all diseases will be cured. The ultimate
dream is the agnostic dream of technology that we will
become immortal by changing o urselves into a software
program, etc. Here, everything is possible.
But, on the other hand, in the domain of socio142
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economic relations, our era perceives itself as the age
of maturity in which humanity has abandoned the
old millenarian utopian dreams and accepted the con
straints of reality - read: capitalist socioeconomic reality
- with all its impossibilities. When you want to make
some changes to the economy to give a little bit more
for healthcare, they say: "No, it's impossible. The
market won't allow it. " We can become immortal, but
we cannot get a little bit more money for healthcare.
The commandment " You cannot " is its mot d'ordre.
O bviously, there is something terribly wrong here with
this disposition of what is possible and what is impos
sible. So again I think that the task of thinking today
is - maybe to bring these two aspects together and put
them into one abstract problem - to formulate precisely
in a new way to rearrange the limits of the possible and
the impossible.
At certain levels, things we think of as possible are
probably not possible: all those dreams of immortality
or whatever. And at certain levels, what economists are
telling us is impossible is possible. The impossible hap
pens: not impossible in the sense of religious miracles,
but in the sense of something we don't consider possible
within our coordinates. This is why Lacan's formula for
overcoming an ideological impossibility is not " every
thing is possible, " but " the impossible happens. " The
Lacanian impossible-real is not an a priori limitation,
which needs to be realistically taken into account, but
the domain of action. An act is more than an interven
tion into the domain of the possible - an act changes the
very coordinates of what is possible and thus retroac
tively creates its own conditions of possibility. Like in
Egypt, the impossible happened, no one expected it was
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possible. Without clear limitations between the possible
and the impossible, you cannot have a minimal stability
that is probably needed for normal regular life.
People who j u st like the events, as in Egypt, used to
say that we cannot live in this situation all the time .
This is also Mubarak's dirty strategy. He wanted to
prolong it and to make things more painful for people ;
he expected them to say: " OK, that' s enough. Mubarak,
come back and give us peace. " For me, again, the many
reactionaries, today' s conservatives at least, like these
moments of revolution, but then they say: " The game
is over and we must return. " But do we really have to
return ? I think changes are possible .
What is impossible ? Our answer should be a para
dox which turns around the one with which I began:
soyons realistes, demandons /'impossible. The only real
ist option is to do what appears impossible within this
system. This is how the impossible becomes possible.
This is what cynics are telling us: " Yes, we need revo
lutionary upheaval every 3 0 years so that people can
see that you cannot really change everything in the long
term and you must return to the old game . " For exam
ple, there is no conservative today in France who's point
of pride is to say " I was there in ' 6 8, and I was demon
strating but later I became a realist. " No ! One must blur
the line between what is possible and what is impossible
and redefine it in a new way. So this would be for me the
great task of thinking today: to redefine and rethink the
limits of the possible and the impossible.
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